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3"If Puritanism did not fashion an Apollo with the bow, or
a Venus with the apole, it fashioned virile englishmen."
-Dowden
"Orthodoxy or right opinions, is at best, out a very slend
«r part of religion, if it can be allowed to be any part
at ali«-—We think and let think- -"veryone must give an ac
count of himself to God.—He have our desire of spending
and being spent, in 'promoting plain, practical religion.
-
Only see that your heart be rignt toward v^od, that you
know and love the .bord Jesus ^nrist; that you love your
neighbor and walk as your master walked; and I desire no
more
.
:!
-Wesley.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The mighty stream of human history, with its source somewhere
in the impenetrable wilderness of antiquity, moves onward with a
continual flow, its goal, -the great ocean of happy culmination, lie
"beyond our horizon and so hidden from our view, we are a part of
this onward movement and are included in the countless multitude
of small streamlets that make up the poweriul streem 01 numan life.
We feel the surge 01 t,he oast ag#s as we enter the stream; we are
whirled about in the eddies of many cross currents; we are caurrht
in the ebb-tide or doubt, of retrogression, and 01 ciereat; out a-
gain we ride the crest of the u orrent of human progress, a.he stream,
winds, and doubles back upon itself, out its current is never urok-
en. wew streamlets tend to change the course or condition of the
stream according to the force and direction of their own currents.
nistory is an unbroken sequence 01 events and personalities,
ihere is change and progress but in tne main, these are very grad-
ual. Due to the complexities of life and its influences it is hard,
to know the reel reasons for many such changes, nowever, in all of
our study of such changes we must realize th^.t, the motive forces
come out of the transformation of the national character, oy the
(1)
tillage of human soil, over a long stretch of uime." In this paper,
in which we try to show the Puritanism in John Wesley, we shall
ever bear in mind the slowness of change; the eob and ilow 01
progress; and the unbroken sequence or activity, crrest oersonal-
ities, which direct the movement of human history are never iso-
lated phenomenon, Out are always the product of the numan currents
that flow into and about this new streamlet.
v
l, Notes of prof. ^ .0 .Cell onMax »,eber'S "Gesamnelte Aufsatze
Ziur ^eligions-ooziologie 2vol. 1920. rage 9.

2Mwsloy did not consider himself a x uritan. A1 « resented
any implication that he was a dissenter and x am sure, v/ould
have' objected most strenuously to b«ing called a rui-itan, es-
pecially as understood in his day. et feel that this men s
greatness is due very largely to his Puritanism,
_nis man,
whom ^ecky credits with a life that, "lorms an epoch in nrlish
a;
nistory is, x believe, a oroduct of the uritan spirit ??nd
wthical mode of life. is greatness and the permsnent influence
of his life, is, as the chamoion of the true _ uritan spirit of
life and individualism, as above organization or institutions.
Also his, having the form of ^odliness and seeking the power,
developed the relie-io-ethical regimentation of life, which is
xuritanism in the essence of development.
ne purpose of this paper is not to show that „esley was a
furitrn but simply to show how greatly he was influenced uy the
Puritan xeligious ideal and how truly it shows forth in his life
and the movement which he started. ..esley, we might say, was
many things, with many currents playing in and around his life.
as fitchett says, He sat at the feet of many instructors end
had read many books, ne had been a sacerdotalist , an ascetic,
a mystic, a legalist, all in turns, -nay, all together. Yet,
in it all, and emerging through all, x hope to show tnat tne
x uritan ideal of life was a guiding force.
«e realize that in a study of this kind that our data is
incomplete, for any record of the history of mankind can, at
best, be but fragmentary, many of the smaller connections and
{1, Lecky History of ngland in 18th.Q, vol.:''. .48.
(2/ x-itchett, Wesley and His ^entury P.148,

influences of life are lost sight of in the process 01 select-
ing the important influences of our development. ^ feel certain
that if we had all of these many connections tilat we would j. ind
no breaks in history. v»hat appears to De br«afes would then he
seen as periods when certain ideals or processes 'were submerged
by raging torrents of conflicting ideas or processes, which in
their turn are submerged by the former. j_.et us iceep this m
mind as we approach this study.

II. PURITANISM
A. beginnings.
^n order to know what we mean by Puritanism in esley, it
is essential that we know what we understand iuritanism to be.
±t is a name of many shades, ^ike all movements and Institutions,
it did not come into "being full-grown, nor did it remain a static
thing. Puritanism grew out of tne experience 01 tne nast, it de-
veloped and changed, it is a new embodiment ui ohe positive _.on-
oonformist ideal in which the individual and life, not une in-
stitution, is considered the center of activity, as iviorley says,
''Puritanism came from the deeps. t was a manifestation or ele-
ments in human nature that are indestructible. It flowed from
yearnings that make themselves felt in the ^.astern world and in
the Western; it sorang from aspirations that breathe in men and
(1)
women of many faiths and communions."
Puritanism is an outgrowth of the Protestant Reformation.
It stands for evangelical r«lieion instead of sacerdotalism; it
is based on the uhristianity of the j\iew Testament and not that
of mediaevalism, with its' pagan ceremonial excrescences. It comes
out of the period of restored Protestantism after the short cath-
olic reign of Mary Tudor. It has its connections with the German
and Genevan Reforms; with the religious ideals of Wiclif ; and
with the Monastic movements among the Catholics. The name first
appears about the year lt>64. It was given to certain men as an
odious nickname, because they were desirous of a purer church,
of righteousness , end of freedom from every form reminiscent of
•popery'. Archbishoo Parker used it alons with that of 'Precisian
and 'Presbyterian* and it was not long until it was in common use
(1) Quoted from Flynn, "influence of Puritanism" P. 10.
i
The term Puritan has been applied to practically all those
men and women who sought to reform or completely change the Church
of England. Presbyterians, Disciplinarians end Consistorians
,
Genevans and Allobrogians , and later even Independents or Sep-
aratists, But while there were Puritans in all of these groups,
yet, strictly speakinr, they were a separate group. Puritanism
and Presbyterianism are hardly interchangeable terms. It is true
that they both have their roots in the Calvinistic system, in its
attempt to combine individual and equal freedom with strict self-
imposed law; to establish human society on the common endeavor
after moral perfection. They followed Calvin in his system of
positive education of the individual soul. Both grew up within
the .established Church but the distinction lies in their aims.
The Puritans, in the truest sense, w«r« men and women of a spir-
itual passion who sou.fht for the realization of the positive
Nonconformist ideal. They had no desire to start a new s:fstem,
as such, but they wanted the individual brought face to face
v/ith God, and they desired the law of God to be brought home to
the community. Puritanism was a spirit and not a system. It was
the exaltation of life over organization. On the other hand,
Presbyterianism cannot be called such a spirit in the truest
sense. The Presbyterians wanted the Church reorganized on Pres-
byterian lines and this was their paramount concern. Both aimed
at moral and social, as wall as religious reform; both declared
rights, duties, and resnonsibilities , and were the enemies of
vice and social disorder; and both had the same system of dis-
cipline. But the Puritans simply wanted to purify the Church and
•
6wanted to make central end keep central the individual life and
spirit, which would use the organization for its own sood and
not merely be used by the organization. In Puritanism, organi-
zation v/as made subsidiary to life while in Pre sbyterianism, their
b£g effort was to substitute the Genevan system for that of the
Established Church.
Puritanism is thus an ideal of life and a mode of discipline.
It comes out of the past but first receives its neme in the mid-
dle of the sixteenth century. It takes shaoe and becomes fully
organized under Cromwell in the first half of the lVth.C. Puller's
words are true as they are characteristically a^uaint end pithy,
when he describes Puritanism as a system which "in the days of
Kins Edward was conceived; which in the reign of Queen Mary (but
beyond the sea at Frankfort) was born; which in the reipn of
Queen Elizabeth was nursed and weaned; which under Kins James
grew up a youth or tall striplins; but towards the end of King
Charles reign shot up to the full strength and stature of aman,
able not only to cooe with, but conauer the Hierarchy, its ad-
(1)
versary
.
B
B. Essentials.
Puritanism has been praised in the most superlative terms
and it has also been most adversely criticised and ridiculed.
In too many instances, I fear that men have judged Puritanism
by its caricatures rather than by its essentials. The Puritans
have been exposed to the jibes of an unfriendly criticism. They
have born the prejudiced enmity of both political rancour and
relicious hatred. We must remember thet their very existence was
(1) Church History Book Vll P. 23.

a struggle against the established order. We must judge them by
the ideals of their age end not those of ours. It is plain to
see that there were extremists among them, who in their intense
zeal for purity, banned Marlowe, Ben Jonson, Shakesoeare and
even Herrick; who denounced Masques and plays, broke down the
exquisitely carved images, end dashed to nieces the stained glass
figures in the churches. This however was a reaction against
Catholicism. They hated the emblems of nopery and prelacy as
falsehoods. To their honest minds a falsehood of any kind de-
served a burning hatred. Yes we admit that faneticism, bigotry,
intolerance, unreasonableness, strife, jealousies, are all in
Puritanism. But these are not the essentials and may well be
considered only the nature of the birth-throes of the movement.
The Puritan ideal was one of holiness, not in the older
sense of consecration, but of oerfectness , -of "goodness in it-
self". While it held to the doctrine of Divine Sovereignty and
the Divine Omnipotence, yet it stressed man's part in religion,
instead of God's part. It held to a strict moral discipline and
activity of life. The Puritan faith in essence was the personal
accountability of each individual to his God wherein he approach-
ed his Maker without the intervention of a priest; no one form
of Church government was essential to the existence of s church
(yet held that some might be better than others); they held that
the Pope was anti-Christ and that the Church of Rome was mystical
Babylon; a Puritan was a man of one book and tbe Scriptures were
a final authority on all s bjects, national and ecclesiastical.
The Puritans desired the religious situation to be changed.

8They resented the fact that "Pluralists and non-residents fleeced
(1)
the flock, who looked up and were not fed." They were for reform
ing things. They were tired of a non-preaching clergy, often
loose -living, who mumbled the service, with the aid of clerks
who could not read, and to a oeople who could not spell nor write
their own names. Instead they held out the oromise of a preached
gosoel, a faithful discipline, a working clergy, and an intelli-
gent, moral, and religious people. They were for a positive ed-
ucation of the individual soul.
In the beginning, Puritanism simoly had a passion for SDir-
itual ideals. When Humphreys, President of MadgaDene College, Ox-
Ford, and Sampson, Dean of Christ Church, were removed by Parker
in 156o from their posts, it was mainly for two things. They
were against forcinr? the use of vestments which they felt was
a danger to real piety(the Church held it valuable for its own
sake and not for its results;; and they wanted the ministry to
be based on soiritual qualifications and not uoon the sole idea
of conformity. They wanted life exalted above organization and
were for the inner values, the spiritual ideals, and "goodness"
rather than m~re conformity. These men remained in the uhurch,
but me,, continued to protest and in 1^71 drew up th^ Nox-thamp-
ton model" of Puritanism a.s a program 01 activity.
The Nortxiampton Model" had briefly the following ideas:
(1) There was to oe simplicity of ministerial dress, and the like
(2) Music and choirs were done away with; \3) the communion table
was to be set in the nave instead of the chancel; v 4) before corn-
el) Heron, James, ,: A Short nistory of ruritanism 1 P. 4.

9.
muni on would be administered the individual must render all ac-
count of his life, and if absent, must give a reason of the neg-
lect; (fc>) the children and young people were catechised each
Sunday evening, the older people remaining with tnem; ^6) a
sermon was preached in the chief church each bunday after the
regular service; (V ) the system of "prophesyings" was started,
which was a means of mutual help and encouragement.
There were many refined and cultured gentlemen among the
Puritans, rhe makers of Puritanism were largely Cambridge men.
Cambridge was . called a nest of Puritans in the last naif of the
sixteenth century. Laurenc« Chaderton instructed culverv/ell, who
in turn taught j ohn Winthron , the governor of our American col-
ony. Chaderton also taught William Perkins, rrom whose great
soul, «john Cotton, ^ ohn Kobinson, and William Crashaw caught
the Puritan ideals. In general we may 3 ay that the Puritans were
men of great learning, untarnished piety, and the oest rriends
to the constitution and liberties or uhe country. We can see
many irregularities in the conduct of one puritans but we must
remember the terrible persecutions undergone by them, xhey en-
dured reproach end ridicule of every kind; they suffered de-
privation, imprisonment, and exile; they sacrificed every thing,
even life, au the stake, ror their nonconformity and love of
liberty. As Brook says in his preface, !l The,y suffered all this
for the testimony of a good conscience, and an avowed attachment
(1)
to the cause of uhrist."
Puritanism produced strong men or self-reliance, or inde-
pendence, and character. j.he,y were the outgrowth of a long
(1) Brook, Ben;} amine, "The Lives of the Puritans" Vol. 1.
r
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spiritual revolution for the freeing of the mind which Drought
the consciousness of poY/er, self-confidence, self-reliance, and
the stirrings within the breast of ooundless capacities, xhey
.relied on the scriptures which they came to know through the
public services and the wide spread or uhe u-enevsn bibles. j.hey
discarded the old tradition of a oriestly heirarchy and came
close to u-od through Christ himself. ±hey received faith by
hearing and not through specified ceremonies. Salvation v/as not
a system of works but the personal submission of the heart an d
life to Christ, ^ach layman must do nis own thinking, search i or
the truth, and use his reason in deciding, xhis brought mental
independence, profound seriousness, and manly self-reliance. As
Green says, "The miphty strife of good and evil within the soul
itself, which had overawed the imagination of dramatist and poet
became the one spiritual conception in the mind of tne Puritan-
-
x^ach saw himself the theatre of daily strugp-le oetwe«n darkness
and the cowers of lifht, with nis soul as the prize of eternal
(1)
conflict between heaven and hell."
This spiritual ideal gave men an indomitable love of free-
dom, high courage, stern integrity and an unbending faithfulness
to the deeoest convictions of the soul, it produced characters
that were firm, upright and pure, xheir noble aims led to neroic
endurance, heroic resistance against wrong, and to deeds of hero
achievement. They remained loyfy-al to the church, as far as pos-
sible, until they were ejected. It was inevitable that Puritan
and Anglican must part company sooner or later Decause their
final authority was not the same, ihe Puritans neld that each
(1) Green,nichard "History of the «nglish People v. 3. P. 12.
f
11.
separate community of believing men was a true church and that
the minister got nis authority direct from the Lord, and resist-
ed the enchroachments of arbitrary power, as "chey, at the sam e
time, tried to purify the church from secularity end corruption.
Everything must accord with the higher duty owed uo God, 1 or they
insisted, that all church order and. system should be Christ work-
ing nimself out, as it were, through the members of nis church.
We may say that they were in the grip of a spirit which they did
not perfectly understand, xheir exaltation, of life over or-
ganization, was instinctive rather than deliberate and conscious.
rhe soul of Puritanism, its inner lifht, was often dimmed,
but it has never failed. It has ever influenced the passage of
wholesome laws, coloured religious thought, and educated public
opinion by always protesting against ohe popular fallacy, that
a State has no conscience, it has often been at war with itself
and has given birth, from time to time, to rival sects and rival
theories of uhurch and State, but has possessed a soul unaffect-
ed and undaunted by all these mutations.
Its political ideals were few but neld with intense tenac-
ity, xhey stood for religious freedom, orderly government, sn d
the final abolition of the abuses for which Laud and Charles had
died, ihe early Puritans were most patriotic to the State, just
as they were loyal to the Church, out the very nature of oheir
movement was democratic, xhey had a devotion to a nip-her author-
ity than the Crown, r or in their book they read that Kings were
the chosen of the nation as well as the anointed, of the Lord, even
David set on the throne by a united nation; a.lso the Kingdom of
u-od was no respecter of persons, all theelect bein^' equal, even

12.
the Apostles disclaimed lordshio over u-od's heritFfe. xhus Divine
ripht of Kings, oassive obedience, and the exclusive rule of
bishops, were claims that rested on very shaky foundations,
xheir noblest gift to politics was in making constitutional tra-
dition, the lav/ and will and wisdom, of the realm. John Pym, one
of the greatest of commoners, expressed the ruritan idea when in
the days of the Long Parliament, he said the i ailure of the Lords
to act in concert with the Lower Hous., "would only force the Com-
CD
mons to save the Kingdom alone." In regard to their civil and
relgious liberty nume says, "So absolute was the authroity of
the Crown at that time, that the precious sparJK of liberty nad
been kindled and was preserved by the ruritans alone; and it is
to this sect that the English owe the whole freedom of their
(2)
Constitution. "
In the matter of the state of societ:,r , the Puritans were
for social equality. They preached and labored to make this a
reality. They stood for toleration, when true to their s irit,
but sometimes this was not recognized, and in their intense
zeal and bitter strugrle for life and freedom they were at times
most intolerant. In the period of James 1 the words"Papist" and
"Spaniard" were by-words for "assassin" and "enemy", for he
touched their pocket books by irregular tax: methods. They were
rrieved that so sinful a. man should be on the throne and one so
wasteful. He hindered them in their religious convictions. Like-
vdse under Charles 1. their persecutions were continued and
Archbishop Laud seemed bent u^on -oadiunr the Puritans to fury,
(1) Quoted by Flynn "Influence of Puritanism" P. 20
(2) Quoted by Heron "A Short History of Puritanism" P. 6.
vm
13.
so that thousands fled the country. Thus it hats oened that when
Charles 1 Divine Right idea failed in Scotland and England, and
the Long Parliament was called and the Puritan revolution was
successful, the Puritans became more intolerant than the Angli-
cans had been. But "surely oppression maketh a wise man mad" and
though the leaders desired toleration, they hardly knew what to
do. They had a hostile and unrelenting king on their hands, they
were opoosed by Anglicans, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics, es-
pecially in Ireland, and by the Royalists.
Cromwell is the most interesting figure of the seventeenth
century in England and his life is characterized by an intense
religious zeal in the fear of God but not of man. His Parliament
was reoresentative (though only of a small fraction of the people).
They were God-fearing men who hated ccveteousness. 'His army of
Ironsides were honest, sober Christians who were fined 10 pence
if they swore; ho went into battle 'singing psalms'; who went
about killing their enemies in a pious and prayerful but highly
(1)
effective manner. ' The English people accepted Cromwell be-
cause he was a respected and strong leader; he attempted a rule
of righteousness, reduction of public exoenditure
,
equalization
of taxes, the compilation of a single code of laws, and radical
oronosals for civil marriages and the abolition of titles. Thus
with strict enforcement of law and order, trade and industry
brought domestic prosperity and the foreign affairs were con-
ducted satisfactory to the English patriotism and. to the English
purses
.
Another essential of Puritanism must be mentioned. That is
(1) Hayes "Political and Social History" Vol.1. P. 276.

14
the Puritan home. Their sense of spiritual fellowship gave new
tenderness and refinement to the common f;inily affections. There
was developed a more manly purity. It produced, women of piety,
chastity, modesty, and kindliness, who mingled strength and swee
ness in their characters. A higher conception of duty colored
men's actions every day and their aim was for self-command in
speech and action. They were grave end against frivolity, with
life orderly and methodical, being sosrinn- in diet and self in-
dulgence, and practicing sobriety even in dress. In the Puritan
home the wife and child rose from beinp- mere dependents on the
will of husband or father, for they were seen as saints, as well
as the man, and their souls were hallowed by the touch of a di-
vine Spirit. As Groen States, "Home as we conceive it now was th
creation of the Puritan." It may have occasioned the loss of the
passion, the caprice, the subtle and tender play of feeling, the
breadth of sympathy, the auick pulse of delight of the Elizabe-
than age, but on the other hand life gained in moral grandeur,
in a s nse of the dignity of manhood, in orderliness and eoui-
table force. The larger geniality of the acre that had passed a-
way was replaced by an intense tenderness within the narrower
circle of the home , -gravity and seriousness reifned there, soft-
ened and warmed by faMly love, until the home of the honest,
upright ifinflishman has become the sv/u-etest and purest thing
(1)
on earth."
We thus find austerity of manner, speech, dress f nd the
practice of strict discipline among the Puritans. They had their
ways of enjo;/-ing life, simpler than ours, but not on that ac-
(1) Quoted from Flynn "influence of the Puritians" P. 75
m
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count less real and satisfactory. But as Clark points out "The
sour visaged Puritan, contemning pleasure, despising letters and
art, end wrapping his cloak about him in haughty aloofness as
he walked the ways of pen, exists in fancy rather thn in fact--
(1)
and in so far as it existed, it was exceptional and not typical."
At best, the Puritan was appreciative of, and sympathetic towards
all that was best and worthiest, however far outside the distinct-
ly religious realm it might lie, and in no wise forbade its vo-
taries, -but rather impelled them-to stand shoulder to shoulder
with their fellows under the burden and heat of the private rnd
public working day.
The enemies of Puritcni m caricatured, them according to the
most extremes , -Archbishop Parker called them "Schismatics, belly-
gods, deceivers, flatterers, fools, having been unlearnedly brought
(2)
uo in orofane occuoations, being puffed up with arrogance." Whit-
gift says, "They hung their heads in the str-wt, selfom or never
laurhed, sought commendation, thought it heinous to wear the can
and surnlice, were slandering and backbitinf their bretbern etc."
Dufrdale calls them "of their father the devil and his works they
(4)
would do." Bishoo Burnet fives a better picture, "The Puritms
gained credit as the bishops lost it--they out on the appearance
of sanctity and gravity and took more pains in the arishes than
those who adhered to bi shoos, often preaching against the vices
(5)
of the court." It is only natural that Puritanism was not pop-
ular with the leaders of their day and so were ridiculed, and a
(1) Clark, "History of ^n^lish Nonconformity" Vol.1. P. 267
(2) Brooks "The Lives of the Puritans" Preface Vol.1.
(3) ibid. (4) Ibid. (5) Ibid.
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quotation from Richard Baxter, shows us the true state of tilings,
"When I heard them soeak scornfully of others, as Puritans, whom
I never knew, I was at first apt to believe all the lies and
slanders with which they loaded them. But when I heard my own
father so renroached, and Derceived the drunkards were f ^rwardest
in the reproach, I perceived that it was mere malice--He used
prayer books-but he read Scriptures while others Were dancing on
the Lord's Day; also they were against him for orayinr in his
house (witn use of the book even); for reproving drunkards and
swearers, for talking of life to come. --He was reviled often with
(1)
the name Puritan, Precisioan, Hypocrite--by the rabble."
Colonel Hutchinson, a Puritan of the Puritans, whose whole
life was the rule of temo^rance in meat, drink, apparel, pleasure
and all things that may be' lawfully enjoyed, took delight in the
things he en.ioyed. He had that activity of soirit which could
never endure idleness either in himself or others and made him
eager for the time ind lged in pleasure as wdl as in business.
Lady Huntington says, "I had at one time wight tutors in several
(2)
qualities; languages, music, dancing, writing and needlework."
Cromwell and ma.n^ otho± s liked a good horse, rode to hounds, hawk
ed, delighted in good music and chwerful company, milton sa.js or
Thomas xoung, a Puritan divine, "First,, .aider his guidance, I
explored zric recesses of tn~ mus^s, and beheld the sacred green
soots of the cleft summit of Parnassus, and quaffed the Piorian
cups, and, Olio, favouring me, thrice sprinkled my i'ovous mouth
(3)
with C as tali an wine."
(1) Quoted by Clark "Histoyy of Non Conformity" V.l. P. 263.
(2) Quoted by * lynn "influence of Puritanism" P. 80.
(3) Quoted by ueron "Short History of Puritanism" P. 13.

Many Puritans w«re scholars, lovers of music, and 1 -vers
of letters. They were not hostile to culture, humsn affairs and
pleasures except in extreme cases. We do not find it among their
great Statesmen like Lord Cecil, Lord Burleigh, Sir Francis Knpllys
Sir Francis v»alsingham, and Lord Bacon, wor among their patriots
and Parliamentarians as Sir John jiliot, John Pym, and John Hampden.
Nor in Cromwell, nor in the poets Spenser and Milton, jsven the
great divines as Cartwright, Goodwin, Tr avers, Howe, Owen, Sibbes,
Baxter, Bunyan and many others are not hostile to pleasure and
culture, but had such a high aim, such intensity of moral con-
centration that it did tend to bring a loss of genial delight in
all that was human in the age of Elizabeth. As Clark explains,
11 It was easy for the seriousness of essential Puritanism to be-
come something like asceticism with not a few, stretching the
passion to a desnising, as spiritually profitless, the wisdom
of the world. --But these excesses v/ere not Puritan's essence. No
detailed programme of morality and conduct was insisted upon,
but rather were thev concerned with the underlying spirit out of
.
" (1)
v/hich all action comes." And he quotes Dowden thus "The Puritan
gentleman might surprise a nineteenth century drawing room by
certain peculiarities of manner and speech, but he would not of-
fend by brutal license. His temper might be grave rath r than
buoyantly gay, but he should possess within certain springs o f
hapoiness which do not sap the genuine joy of human life." (Puri-
tan and Anglican P. 21).
Let us not mistake a caricature for a genuine portrait
(l)"History of _nglish Nonconformity" P. 264 Vol.1.
i
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of English Puritanism. They have often been painted a vi~'lanious
group of hypocrites, by people who forget that hypocrisy is the
homage which vice pays to virtue, and that consequently, the as-
sumption of the parb and demeanor of the Puritan, by a dissembler
testified to the high character of the men of that persuasion.
The essence of Puritanism was their inner fellowship and direct
communion frith God through Christ and their orderly moral dis-
cipline of life. It is the soirit rather than the denomination
that declares the character. In Churchman, Presbyterian, Inde-
pendent, Baptist, and Quaker, however much they differed among
themselves, the Puritan character existed, and continues to exist
They brought English peasantry out of heathen darkness. They were
highly influential in securing constitutional liberty, freedom of
conscience and orderly government and just laws. In Baxter we
see the essence of Puritanism, for he is probably the most re -
presentative Puritan in history. Late in liie through a compre-
hensive wisdom acquired in long years of persecution, of labour,
and devotion, he corrects his earlier narrowness, sectarianism,
: nd dogmatism, ne is a lover of q:ood men; he oleads for a more
general recognition of the noly Soirit, fuiding life, purifying
the heart and instructing the conscience, xhe Spirit is essential
but it is vain to dispute about the form of Church. He is for
tolerance v/ith the jipiscopacy and the Papists, pronouncing nim-
self willing to v/orship with Greeks, Lutherans, or Ana-Baptists
if they allow him. ne is content v/ith the general sense of Scrip-
ture, as revealing man's sinfulness, God's love, and the way of
salvation, ne thinks all history is partial and deals tenderly
(
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with honest doubt.
C. CONDITIONS
After the downfall of the Protectorate with the death of
Cromwell, Puritanism and the spirit of iMonconf ormity entered a
long and bitter struggle for toleration. The Act of uniformity
in 1662 caused over 2000 clergymen to lose their posts, xhese
sober, vigilant, and industrious men weighed the matter in a
calm and serious soirit and accepted their doom rather than con-
form. The "Five Mile Act" meant practically, to conform or starve,
for it kept im onconformists out of corporations. And there were
terrible persecutions after the second Conventicle Act. It is
estimated that 6u,u00 suffered for conscience sake, during Charles
and James reigns, and that oOOo were done to death oy prison
hardships, nowever with the accession of William there came
the roleration Act 1689. by this, they were merely tolerated
but not recognized, rheir struggle for existence was over and
they had in oernetuity the right to be.
ihe position of the established. Church however, become
firmly fixed, everything had tended toward the hardening of the
framework and the stereotyping of her methods, removing all traces
of elasticity and stopping the smallest gaps at which the spirit
of concession or even temnorary unbending might slip in. m
William's reifn the absolutely rigid external organization, to
the inward life, had been settled in oossession for all time.
Apparently the cause of Puritanism and in one onf ormity was losing
ground, xheir purpose grew dim and the office holders abandoned
the Nonconformist worship and many drifted back into the .^stab-
((
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lished Church. Ahe passing of the great leaders,-r ox 1691, Baxter
1691, and Barclay in 1690 also made for the decry of religion*
iet the separate "societies" organized quietly under oharles II,
were develooed under williara and Mary and these may be termed
the forerunners of the "Methodist" societies. j.hey are a sign of
the resurrection of ruritanism within the establishment, which
the _vanf?elical nevival more fully exemplified, xhey had relig-
ious discussion, reading of the scriptures, prayer, promotion of
holy life in themselves and others, sought the conversion of souls,
helped to relieve poverty, and preached the u-osoel at norne and
abroad. j.hus we rind the .puritan spirit somewhat dimmed but still
alive and active throughout the land.
Ill WESLEY
Out of this period of apparent religious decay and lack of
passion on a large scale came «j ohn Wesley, who probably had a
greater influence on modern Jnrlish history than any other sinrrle
man. in the life history and experience of this religious genius,
whose great personality was brought into vivid and direct contact
with the masses and so had more social and political influence,
than is usiial with religious leaders, can be se.m the effect of
a Puritan heritage and the working out of the Nonconformist ideal.
This however is largely unconscious as far as Wesley is concerned.
A Heritage.
The basis of 'Wesley's Puritan ideals is found in his heri-
tage. He descended from a st rn, h«roic race, with a singular
fervor and sense of duty, as w«ll as of curious hardness and
rr
rip;or. His great grandfather and his grandfather v/ere ejected
from their rectories, due to the uniformity Act. His grandfather,
imprisoned four times, was killed by the cruel treatment, at the
age of o4. Wesley's father was sent to the famous academy of
Mr. Marton, with the pious hope of seeinc him a dissenting min-
ister. His, (John's father, Samuel) mother was the daughter of
the scholarly Puritan, John White and the niece of the witty
divine, Thomas Fuller. Samuel had the moderation mind, the Christ
ian conservatism which ever/ marked the family, and so, disgusted
with the ferocity and bigotry he encountered at the Dissenting
College, he went to j^xeter College in Oxford and became a clergy-
man in the .establishment
.
John's mother was the daughter of the eminent Nonconformist
Dr. Anne si ey, an ejected divine and a man of ripe learning and
good family. She knew Greek, Latin, and French, was saturated
with theology and had a taste for abstruse knowledre and wrestled
with metaphysical subtleties even as a girl. She was a remarkable
woman, with a strain of the Spartan mother in her blood with
that stern and devoted discipline of life which was her Puritan
heritage. She had theories of education, strength of will and of
arm, to carry them out, but about all of her discipline end cor-
rection there was an atmosphere of love. There was no loitering
tenderness, end no enervating strain of indulgence, but the love
of s deathless duality which bound her children to her. She was
the twenty-fifth child of her father and bore to Samuel Wesley
19 children in 21 years.
The heritage of John Weslev is thus seen to be distinctlv
a Puritan one, even though both his father and mother chose to

go into the establishment. Puritanism was not ct its best at
this time and they were of the nobler stock of Puritans. His
father was a scholarly man of poetic ambitions and highly im-
practicable in matters of business. He was of a blunt indepen-
dence, with a promptness, that sometimes became rashness and
had the habit of obstinancy in defending his views. He was a
genial men of true oiety and for forty years labored among his
boorish folk, instructing
,
reproving, exhorting, visiting from
house to house, till his communicants were increased tenfold,
and the moral tone was cleansed end elevated. He dreamed of
far wider fields and maped out a rreat missionary program and
on his death-bed told Charles, "Re steady; the Christian faith
will surelv revive in these Kingdoms. You shall see it, though
(1)
I shall not." So here is a suggestion of : whore John got his
world oarish idea.
John received more from Susanna Wesley, the dominent in-
fluence in the rectory. She was a woman of remarkable dignity
and poise. She was superior to her husband in clearness and
force of intellect, in practical judgment, in deliberative stead
iness of purpose. She thought for herself and she and Samuel
seldom agreed on big questions, yet they were hap y in each oth-
ers love and respect. Her plan of home discipline shows forth
the Puritan influence on English home life.
B. Background.
Let us now briefly consider the are in which Wesley lived
(1) Quoted by Winchester "The Life of John Wesley" P. 7.
rr
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and see the background of his life. It was an ace of rationalism
and of uncompromising individualism. There was no existing social
organizations adeciuate to cope with the evils. The political and
religious institutions had crystallized into species of heredi-
tary and privileged oligarchies, with the officialdom not unsym-
pathetic or wholly exclusive, but incapable of change or advance.
There was a foulness to much of the literature; cruelty of laws;
and a high degree of desoair in religion. The earlier half of
the 18th. C. was an age of materialism, dim ideals, and of ex-
piring hooes. It was the are of self-indulgence and exploitation
of Sunderland, of George II and of Walpole. It was a period when
the dynamic message of Christ, as a life to touch life, had "fro-
zen into a theology; spun out into ecclesiastical forms; cry-
stallised into a system of. external ethics; and become a mere
(1)
adjunct to politics. " It was a period of increasing wealth and
v/orld prestige, "an ase of practical materialism, hard ration-
(2)
alism and unreasonable self-complacency." Fitchett, in speakinp-
of the state of r^li^ion calls it frost bitten formalism and
the are of convention-oonressed England. The vision had crown
faint, while the sense of sin and of God's remedy for it, had
largely perished. The element of enthusiasm and heroism was gone
from the preaching. Their exhortations were, -don't be drunken or
you shall ruin your health; nor commit murder, or you shal] be
hanged. Every man should be hapny, and the way to be happy is
to be thoroughly respectable. Two p-reat waves of passion had
recently swept over iin^land-the Puritan wave that culminated
(1) Fitchett, "Wesley and His Century" P. 14
(2) Cambridge Modern History V.6. P. 77.
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and broke in the civil war; and the recoil from Puritanism which
found its triumph in the Restoration. Wow peace was the thing.
Great debates, fourrht with sword and musket, with the orison
and the pillory, with Acts of Parliament and sentences of the
Court, had left ihglahd exhausted. The great English character-
istic of compromise was evident in the Whig program, in which,
there was to be no passion, for it was dreaded, and they hated
fanatics, enthusiasm was suspected on the face of it, and mod-
eration was the only thing. Of course there were protests and
rebels, such as Chatham among the ooliticans; Thomson among the
poets; Berkley among the philosophers; and Lav/ among the Divines
as well as the continuation of the "societies."
C. Influences.
Thus with a distinctly Puritan heritage and introduced
into a period of spiritual cloudiness when Christianity was
taken as more or less fictitious by intellectual, respectable
and materialistic England, let us now see the influences on his
life and the development of his ideals.
1. Home.
The Wesley household was one of learning, order, obedience
and industry. There was a cluster of bright, vehement, argumen-
tative boys and girls, living on the plainest fare, drilled to
soft tones and pretty formal courtesies. As Fitchett puts, it,
"Learning was the ideal; duty was the atmosphere; fear of God,
was the lav/; and religion was the master-force running through
all." (1)
(1) "Wesley and His Century" P. 31.

In Wesley's Journal of Aug. 1742, he puts in a letter from his
mother of July 24 1732, explaining the method of home discipline
and training. She had practically all of the training of the
children as well as the managing of the house. From birth they
were put into a regular method of living, as in dressing, un-
dressing, chanrrinrr their linen, hours of sleep etc. When they
had turned a year old they were taupht to fear the rod, and to
cry softly. As soon as nossiblu they w*re confined to three meal
a day and no eating or drinking between meals was allowed, xhey
ate what was provided ror th^m. xheir hours of work and play,
tn^ir habits or d^ess, manners, spech, and sleep were all re-
gulated by strict ruL, and instant obedience was always requir
ed. The first thing to be done with children is to con nor their
will, to keeo them from the habit of stubbornness and obstinacy,
Savins them from many childish follies and inadvertences and
making them capable of being governed by the reason and niety
of the parents, religion is doing the will of God and self-will
is the root of all sin and misery, so there was to be no indul-
gences of it of a trivial , thing and all denial was profitable.
Heaven and hell depended on the matter of the will she said.
Mrs. Wesley explained further that they n-ot nothing they
cried for, and wer -; required to speak handsomely for what they
wanted. Taking God's name in vain, cursing and swearing, profane
ness, obscenity, rude, ill-bred names, were never heard among
them. At the age of five came the solemn day when every child
was taught his letters, in one day of six hours, and the next
morning began his reading lessons with the first verse of the
first chanter of Genesis. They never left their lesson period
€r
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until perfect in their lesson. There was no loud talking or play
ing. allowed, but they kent to the business at hand for the six
hours of school. The children learned some bad habits while in
other homes after the rectory fire, which were with difficulty
broken, when again in their own home. Then it was fchsft they sanp-
psalms at the beginning and leaving school, morning end evsninr.
Then zne general reuirment at five began with the oldest taking
the youngest that could sneak, and so on, reading the Psalms and
a chapter in the New Testament. In the morning there was also
the Psalm and a chapter in ohe Old Testament and private prayers
before breakfast.
The "By-lav/s" of the household were: Whoever was charged
with a fault, of which they were guilty, if they would ingenuous
ly confess it, and oromise to amend, should not be beaten. (2)
that no sinful action, as lying, pilfering, playinp- at church,
or on the Lord's day, disobedience, uaireling, etc, should ever
pass unpunished. (3) that no child should ^ver be chid, or beat
twice, for the same fault; and that if they amended, they should
never be upbraided with it afterwards. (4) that ev*i_.y signal act
of obedience should be commended, and frequently rewarded, ac-
cording to the merits. (5) An act of ooedience with the inten-
tion oo please, though not well performed, . hould be kindly ac-
cented and the child with sweetness directed how to do better
for the future. (6) No one was to invade the property of another
in the? smallest matter, even to the value of a farthing or a
pin; never take anything without the others consent. (7) That
promises be strictly observed: a gift once bestowed, the right
of the donor passed immediately unless conditional upon certain
(
performance. (8) No girl taught to work till she can renr) very
well; then kept to her v/ork with the sarne apolication, for the
same time, that she was held to in reading,
Mrs. Wesley was a tireless teacher and had wonderful pat-
ience as was needed in training such a large fafliily. She orepared
an admirably clear body of explanation noon the Catechism and
the Creed for the children and was accustomed to meet them sep-
arately once a week, at a soecified "uime, for an nour of reli-
gious conversation and instruction. They never forgot this and
when John was a Fellow of Lincoln College he wrote to his mother
and asked her to n-ive him an hour of her thought and prayer every
Thursday evening, as she used to do when he was a boy at home.
It is from this ord rly household or strict but cheerful
discipline, both intellectual and religious, that John received
his boyhood training. He was the favorite son, for she felt that
he had beon providentially saved fx om the rectory fire for a
special work. From hex , he inherited his lorrical cast of mind,
his executive capacity, his inflexibility of will, h.is union of
independence of judgment with r. spect for authority, his deep
religious temper. Here in a household of the best Puritan charact-
eristics, John was trained for his precision and order, his gift
of organization and mastery of details, his notions of education,
even in some of the specific rules and customs of his religious
societies may be traced to his mother's discipline. This Prave,
wise, rtentle and high-bred woman with the brain of a theologian
and the tastes of a scholar nad ideals for her children. They
were to be gentlexolk, scholars, Christians. This marvelous
woman lacked one thinp that would hav^ been most helpful-a sense
i
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of humor. This was also a lack of John.
The Wesley Household had little money and lived just above
the poveruy line much of the time. But Samuel, as wa.ll as Susan-
nah, was wrapned up in the children and they sacrificed them-
selves for them. Samuel was a loving desoot, rather irrespon-
sible Dut with a courageous ciety tied ud with a hot-temper. He
bOx-e a great deal of damage to his property and much ill-will
from his people. But he could go on to Convocation or lie in
jail for d^bts, in the soirit of most cheerful philosophy. A
Spirit of frugality and thrift permeated the household.
The rector.y fire, when John was six, and from which he
was rather miraculously saved played big in his- imagination ever
afterwards. A "brand olucked from the burning" was his way of
expressing it. The incident became a mystic picture of the con-
dition of the whole world and of the part was' to play in it.
He, who had been saved from a burning house at midnight must
save m«n from the flames of a more dreadful fire. Another in-
cident happened in the home when John was nine years of age«
While the Father was away, Mrs. Wesley began to hold religious
meetings in the rectory kitch n, first for her own servants and
later for the neighbors who wanted to come in. As high as 30 or
40 were attending and this "conventicle" tyoe of meeting was ob-
jected to by Samuel when he heard it. A woman praying publicly
and exhorting and reading the Scriptures J She met; the same pro-
blems that John had to meet and face later; which was of greater
importance , -decorous form or spiritual fact? whether it was wrong
to do good, if the method of doing it was irregular; did human
souls exist for the sake of ecclesiastical forms, or ecclesirs-
r-
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tical forms for tfym sake of human s u.ls? His mother showed fine
persistency and courageous zeal in upholding her policy, that
though it "looked particular", yet anything did, that was sorious
and helped to advance the glory of God, if performed out of the
pulpit. She felt that every soul left under her care was talent
committe A to her, under trust, by the great Lord and she must be
faithful to Him so she could render an account of her stewardship
It is the exaltation of life above that of the organization; it
is the Puritan spirit reaopearing, and Wesley, a few yeirs later,
adopts the same policy
.
2. School.
The next influence of his life was the Charterhouse school.
He had fcrovi/n up a grave, silent, patient boy with reflective ways
and the habit of requiring the reason for everything he was told
to do. tie was early admitted to the communion table because of
his religious docility. Before his eleventh birthday ho -ntered
Charterhouse on the nomination of the Duke of Buckingham. Here
he had the competition and tumult of a public school, rounh and
rather lav/less with the ethics of the savage. The stronger boys
got the best of everything, especially of the food. Here with a
spare diet, but with regular early morninr exercise, he devel-
oped physical toughness which kept him active at a ripe old are.
He was an ideal student, quick, tireless, methodical, frugal of
time and sober of spirit, as is to be expected from his mother's
training. After six years of strenuous life with somewhat rough
and harsh contacts at this public school, his courage, hardihood
and self-religance was developed. Both his body and character
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were tourhened and made ready for Oxford University which he
entered as a youth of 17.
Wesley was from a line of Oxford Divines. It had lonn- been
a center of le aiming and religious ferver, but these had both
grown lax in the early oart of the eighteenth century. It seem-
ed a rather unpenial field for a clever and serious minded lad.
It was the home of insincerity and idleness and of the vices bred
of such qualities. Th«re was no place for "enthusiasms", not even
for athletics J There was of course some element of good scholar-
ship and of moral whole someness left about the school, but in the
main, they were largely sunk out of sight. A type of orofessor
who, as Gibbon described, "remembered that he had a salary to
(1)
receive and forpot thut he had a duty to perform." Fitchett
says, "The professors drew salaries for lectures they never gave;
the students bought dispensations for absence from lectures which
were never delivered, and took oaths to obey laws which thev
(2)
never so much as read." There was much intemperance and it was
an are of moral and' intellectual decrepitude. "From the toil of
reading or thinking, or writing, the fellows had absolved their
(3)
conscience." The impression it made on Adam Smith made him hard
on all education in his "wealth of Nations". Wesloy himself, in
his last Oxford Sermon preached on St. Bartholomew's Day in 1744,
teiakes a flaming indictment of the University before the professors,
fellows, heads of colleges, and the students. After it was over
he writes in his Journal, "I preached, I suppose the last time,
at St. Mary's. Be it so. I am now clear of the blood of these
(1) M^idit/MJ/tti/tlit "Wesley and His Times" P. 52.
(3) Ibid P. 52. (3) Lecky "History of ujngland" V.3. P. IS.
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(1)
men. I have fully delivered my own soul." Yet he liked Oxford
as a place of study, and meditation, and quiet, and says in "His
Apoeal to Reason and Religion," "Charles and I desired to live
in quiet at Oxford. We were sated with noise, hurry end fatigue,
and seeking nothing hut to rest. We wanted nothing* We looked
for nothing more in this world wh-^n we were drafted out again,
by earnest importunity, to preach at one olace, and another,-
and another, and so carried, on, we knew not how, without any
design hut the general one of saving souls, into a situation,
which, had it been named to us at first would have appeared far
(2)
worse than death."
Wesley had a studious and successful career at Oxford. He
cot his B.A. in 1724 and was elected Fellow of Lincoln in 1725.
He carried away the merits and faults of the University type.. He
excelled in logic; he had a confident primness of manner, shone
in argument and liked it. His literary style was clear, terse,
direct, and marked by a stern scorn of ornament. Pie liked brevity
and talked in enigrams. The general lax atmosoh"re of the Uni-
versity seemed to sour him on to more intense industry. It was
here that he said that he ajid leisure have parted company. An d
it was here that his mother wrote him to make poetry his diver-
sion but not his business* His hours were olanned with ch; ract-
eristic thoroughness; so many being distributed to classics, so
many to 1 gic ; nd ethics; so many to Hebrew and Arabic. Satur-
day was devoted to poetry and oratory. He was considerate of his
personal appearance and seeps to of had many friends at this time.
(1) Journal Aug. 24, 1744.
(2) Works of Wesley V.5. P. 146.
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Robert Kirkham, an undergraduate admirer, wrote to him of* s divi-
ner "where they tapoed a barrel of admirable cider and discus-
sed vour most deserving ouoer character, Your little and. hand-
some person, and jour obliging and desirable conversation." The
basis was laid and he was just started on his life of scholarly
ambition. His olans were high and he became an omnivorous read-
er, regardless of his life of extraordinary activity.
The question of his career however was now before him. He
was now a University fellow but he had. never gotten away from
his early oiety. He was ordained Deacon in 1725. He left Oxford
to assist his father in 1727 and. was ordained a Priest in 1728.
In 1729 he returned to Oxford as a Tutor and became leader of
the Holy Club which was started in 1727. Between 1725 and 1729
(2)
we fret three rather distinct pictures of him, from his Journals
The first one is of him as the Oxford student in transition, whei
he is passing from a laymen to a clergyman, leaving Christ Churcr
and becoming a Lincoln Fellow. Here he won the reputation of an
industrious, keen-witted and successful student, and we find him
playing tennis, rowing, swimming, riding, hunting, or walking
long distances. He is mastering books, analyzing?, extracting,
sometimes condensing them for the benefit of his friends, but
always collecting. He was not very strong and soent some time in
rest and recreation. He visited the "coffee house" to read the
news. He read Ben Jonson's play "The Alchemist" and "Pyrctes".
And he knew more in a wider field than most of his contempor-
aries. This, with his habit of economy in rescuing snare moments.
(1) Quoted from Fitchett "Wesley and His Century" P. 54.
(2) Introduction Vol.1. P. 21.
(
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made him a leader in popular education for he was the best rather
er and scatterer of useful knowledge that Georgian jangland knew.
The second nicture is when he is his father's curate on two
occassions at Wroat and .apworth. His habits were much the same
as at Oxford; he worked in the garden, wrote sermons for h;.mself
and his father, drank tea, swam, went to the village fairs, trans
cribed letters from Aspasia, »Na', Varanese and his brothers,
and explored the hermits grave. He pursued the classics and theo-
logical studies, read and collected Spencer's "Faerie Queene",
indulged in the "Spectator", in plays and other light literature.
He discussed points of doctrine and moral philosophy with his
mother, copied his father's "Dissertation on oob", discoursed
with px-^tty Miss hargrsvws and preached sevex^lj to the people
oi .opworth ,-not soaring their sins, especially gossip and scan-
dal, ne visited "crie sick and buried the dead. Ii« was gentlemanly
refined, x amixiar wn,n une be^u li«e coui w .uo —ay, congen-
ial companion &x±^. uo some extent worldly but not riven to "levity
and always beffeting his body under the iron rule of law and
resolution. It seems almost a miracle that this little, handsome,
clean living person, immaculate of attire, cheery, conventional,
adored by his sisters, and ever welcome companion of his schol-
arly mother, was soon to become the great evangelist.
The third picture is of him as a visitor in the narishes
of Broadway, Buckland and Stanton, from 1725-1729. This was a
land of beautiful scenery and h® was on friendly terms with fam-
ilies whose life was of interest and intellectual character. A
correspondence v/as carried on among the group of young peonle
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and they used fictitious names to address each other by, as Kitty
Kirkham, varanese; Mrs. Pendarves, Aspasia; Anne Granville, Selina;
Charles Wesley, Aresoas; and John as Cyrus. They fostered refine-
ment, thoughtfulnes s and religious asoiration; they gave an in-
centive to literary study and selections of ooetry were written
to these and his sisters.
Thus we see Wesley as a friendly parson who loved the family
circle and congenial company. Here they read aloud, discussed the
events of the day, books, points in moral philosophy, history,
science, plays, and poetry and natural ohenomena. Parlor games
were not desnised and he occasionally danced with friends and
with his sisters when he visited them. He loved companionship
and often speaks of "our company" • This was the lighter side of
Weslej out in the main he was seriously searching for a theology.
He notes in his diary of the discussions with his father and
mother over many topics as, -how to increase our faith, our hone,
our love of God; prudence, sincerity, simplicity; predestination,
salvation etc. He was restlessly searching for this satisfying
theology for the next thirteen years after 1725. At every stage
he nut his theology to the final test of experience and hs would
have no uncertainties, no easy and soft illusions.
Wesley had read Thomas a Kempis 1 "Imitation of Christ"
when taking his holy orders and it was his companion for life.
He came oo se« and believe in a religion of the heart and thoughts,
as well as of words and action. A friend, verj likely Miss Kirk-
riam, helped him in the same year to alter his whole form of con-
versation and to set out in earnest for a new life, and this 'prince
of Israel 1 was a restless, unsatisfied seeker after the Lord ever
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after, until that memorable day when his heart was 'strangely
warmed 1 . In this search he was greatly helped by Bishoo Taylor's
"Holy Living and Dying" and probably even more oy Wm Law's "Christ,
ian Perfection."
When he returned to Oxford in lv29 he became the leader of
the Holy Club and with this group of like-minded fellows he
sought to find what he lacked, b^ an extremely ascetic mode of
life and discinline. He had failed utterly and consciously in
•his esrly preaching, for ho did not get the crowds nor arouse
the consciences of the oeople, although he had all of the human
qualifications for success as a minister. He sought to get the
powar which he lacked, by tho study, discussion and communion
of this club. He still lacked the relation of the personal soul
to the personal Saviour. His conscience was thoroughly awakened
by his devotional reading of Kempis, Taylor, and Law, for he
says after reading Law's books, "Although I was much offended
with, many parts of both, yet they convinced mo more than ever
of the exceeding height and depth and breadth of the law of God.
The light flowed in so mightily upon my soul that everything ap-
peared in a new view. I cried to God for help; resolved as I
had never done before, not to prolong the time of obeying Him.
.And, by my continued endeavour to keen his whole law inward and
outv/ard to the utmost of my power, I was oex suaded that I should
be accented, of Him, and that I was even then in a state of sal-
vation. gu1- ^ n0^ ye t have forgiveness- -of grace through
faith, and of obedience. For during his six years as Tutor at
Oxford, he strove without attaining, and aspiring he continually
(1) Quoted from Fitch -tt "Wesley and nis Century" P. 72.
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met spiritual defeats. He practiced self-denial and had the burn-
ing zeal of a fanatic, but all on ~he hi^h church theolopy of
salvation by works.
In the rules end practices or une members of the Holy Club
we see again the austerity or a Puritan heritage and discipline.
They were -a little group of ordered lives who took all their
duties seriously. To the original grouo of Rob^ t Kirknsm, Wm
Morgan, James Harvey, George '.'/hit efield, Charles Kinchin and the
two Wesleys, ouhers soon came in, making fifteen members. They
were a novel „y in the University and naturally received much
criticism and ridicule. All of tneir time of sleep, eating, com-
pany, study, recx-uation etc. was alloted and they fasced regul-
arly, communicated, regularly, denied themselves that they mifht
help others. Thej visited trie sick, helped the poor, taurrht chil-
dren, and visited tne inmated of the workhouse end prison. And
they kept a strict and frequent review of their lives as shown
by the tost of the club: (1) Have I embraced every probable op-
portunity of doing good, and of preventing, r«movinf, or lessen-
ing evil? (2) Have I thought anything too dear to part with, to
serve my neighbour? (3) Have I spent an hour at least •v'«ry day
in sneaking to sorm? one or other? (4) Have I in speaking to a
stranger explained what religion is not, (not negative^ and not
external; and what it is, the recovery of the image of God; search-
ed at what step in it he stops, and what makes him stop? (5) Have
I persuaded all I could oo attend public prayers, sermons, and
sacraments, and in general to obey .the laws of the Church Univer-
sal, the Churcn of itinrland, the State, the Univexsity, and their
respective colleges? (6) Have I, after every visit, asked him who
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went with me, did I say anything wrong? (7) Have I, when any one
asked advice, directed and exhorted him with all my power? (8)
Have I rejoiced with and for my neighbour in virtu© or pleasure; r ~
grieved with him in pain, and for him in sin? (9) Has goodwill
been and appeared to be, the sprint of all my actions towards
others?
So still unsatisfied, he went to Georgia to convert the
heathen. He believed salvation came only when contemned by the
whole world and he was finding a rather morbid enjoyment in the
process of rigid and mechanical ritualism and asceticism. With
it, v/as also a mystical slant of mental prayer and like exercises,
as means of purifying the soul and unitinr it with God. But they
were only so much 'works ' and not the religion he sought end later
found. He was self -centered at this time, refusing to take his
fathers parish because he thourht his own improvement would be
more at Oxford, to have good friends watchinf over his soul and
where he could enjoy retirement. He ar/rued that if he could be
more holy there, then, he could better promote holiness in others.
His piety v/as of the cloistered type and his round of mechanisal
prayers, pious services, physical austerities, were givinr him
no progress, so he thought that possibly by preaching to the
Indians, he would translate the spiritual life into mechanical
terms of practice. His mother told him to ro, and rollects the
Puritan courage when she said "Had I twenty sons, I should re-
ioice that they were all so employed, thounh I should never see
(1)
them more." He went with the chief motive of savins his own soul,
in learninp- the true sense of the Gospel of Christ by preaching
to the heathen.
(1) Quoted from Fitchett , "Wesley and gis Century" P. 95.
§
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3. Moravians
His missionary trip was also a failure from his point of
view and he came back to England, discouraged, for he still sought
righteousness by the works of the law instead of by faith. His
ritualism did not brinr the results to either himself or to others
But on the trio and while in Georgia he met som* of the Moravian
brethern and he saw in them something which he did not have. A
quietness and peace, regardless of danger or outward circumstances
He studied German so that he could converse with them and rerd
their books, They preached to him the doctrine of faith which he
tried to fatham. He met Peter Bohler soon after returning to Eng-
land and made friends with him. His failure to find the peace
he soucht for himself and the power to reach the hearts of others,
did not daunt him. Regardless of his religion, passionate zeal,
heroic intensity, unsparing self-sacrifice the secret of Christ-
ianitv had evaded him but his training ancl experiences were pre-
paring him for a new teacher-Peter I3oehler, who to]d him to "be-
lieve and thou shalt be saved."
It was throuph this Moravian oietv. which was a revived
emphasis of Lutheran Protestantism, that Wesley was to finally
attain the personal experience and power he sought. The direct
questions of Sp angenberg as to whether he had the witness v/ithin
himself and whether the Spirit of God bore witness with his spirit
that he was a child of God, had surprised him and though he an-
swered that he knew himself to be saved, he afterwards said, "I
fear they were vain words." The simplicity of the Moravian piety
moved Wesley's admiration, and the certainty of the Moravian faith
(1) Quoted by Fitchett HWesley and His Century" P. 102.
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awakened his envy, although the fury of his aura sscerdotf.il zeal
was none abated. He records on Jan. 24,1738 what shows his bit-
ter spiritual state, "I have a fair summer religion. I can talk
well; nay, and believe myself, while no danger is near; but let
death look me in the face and my spirit is troubled. Nor can I
say, "To die is gain J" His mood is one of utter self-abasement: "All
my righteousness, my prayers, need an atonement for themselves;
so that my mouth is stopped. I have nothing to plead. God is
holy; I am unholy. God is consuming fire; I am altogether a
sinner, meet to be consumed."
Boehler and Wesley recognized each other as kindred spirits.
Bohler described Wesley as "a man of rood principles, who knew
he did not properly believe on the Saviour, and v/as willing to
(1)
be tauo-ht." And so Bohler taught him the way of faith, the fruits
of which amazed Wesley. For days Wesley sought peace by (1) ab-
solutely renouncing all dependence, in whole or in oart, upon
his own works or righteousness, and(2) by adding constant use of
all the other means of grace -continued prayer-fuller reliance
on the blood of Christ and trust in Him as the sole means of
justification, sanctif ication, and redemption. Bohler told him
to preach faith till he had it and then he would preach it be-
cause he had it. He did this and found that people were helped*
He was convinced that it was Scriptural and was a doctrine of
the Church of England, itself. But he v/as not entirely satisfied
while all the time he was counsel inn- oeonle anc3 with stranre
effect. But it was on May 24, 1738 that at a m««ting at the
Aldersgate Street Society, that he felt his heart strancely
(1) Quoted by Fitchett "Wesley and His Century" P. 117.
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warmed and that he did trust in Christ, Christ al ne, for sal-
vation; and an assurance was fiven him that his sins wore taken
away and he was saved from the lav/ of sin and death.
As was characteristic of Wesley, he decided to study this
German piety first hand and so went to Herrnhut where it was at
its best. Here he became a personal friend of Zinzendorf and found
that the faith was well founded. He studied many cases end was
fully convinced of the fruits of this faith. He came back to Eng-
land ready to go out and preach, in faith believing. Thus we
have Wesley, continuing the rrreat tenet of Luthers doctrine,
and although he soon repudiated the Moravians for their mysti-
cism, he nevertheless always respected them and r*eognig.*d his
debt to them. He considered his conversion was due to the t-ft ach-
ing of Peter Bohler.
4. Societies.
Another influence that must have indirectly helped Wesley
in his religious development and activity was that of the Societ-
ies. He remained a member of the Established Church all of his
life but the societies he started were similiar to- those of the
Independents and were started for the same purpose, -of giving
life and development to the individual soul, by the inspiration,
freedom and mutual helo of like-minded groups. There were upwards
of 2000 Independent societies at the beginning of the eighteenth
century. There was the Society for the Promotion of Christian
Knowledge started in 1696; and the Society for "The Reformation
of Manners", which held prayer meetings, weekly communions,
Bible readings, carried on charities etc. The relir-ious ferver
6
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in these as well as in the established Church had gradually di-
minished and was at low ebb at the time of Wesley. But there
were religious orotests. William Law was a nonjuror and other
great leaders at Cambridge were Wilson, Berkley, Gardiner, Watts,
Doddridge, and Calamy. Dr. Annesley, his father-in-law was a
leader of a society and we can see how some of his ideas come
from this greet man whom he quotes as saying, 'live, walk, as
knowing you are in the oreseence of God--be serious and frequent
in the examination of your heart and life--every evening review
your carriage for the day--and se ; its relation to your character.
In the morning forethink what you are to do-- and in the evening
to examine what you have and ought to have done--consider your
whole life outl ok, do not venture* on sin, be nothing in your
own eyes, consult duty and not events, look carefully to the
advice jou give another, do nothing you cannot orav for a bles-
(1/
sing on and consider what ohrist v/ould think, say or do. »
Wesle„ -s purpos - was otu s m~ as tn« noncom o.mist in that
ho wanted all m«n, christian o± heathsn uo worship God in spirit
and in truun. e sa^s oxxe eou.oriis. Societies are not to be sep-
arate sects but are to stir up true religion in all of the part-
ies and especially in the Church of j&ngland. Because of his Puri-
tan ideal and honesty of conviction he gradually approached the
Nonconformist practice as well as its spirit as necessity forced
him to (1). preach in the open air. (2) to pray extempore. (3)
to form societies. (4) to accept of the assistance of lay preach-
ers, and in a few other instances, to use such means as occured,
to prevent or remove evils that we either felt or ffeared. Also
(1 ) Wesley's Works Vo.2, P. 81.
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Wesley attended the meetings of the Moravian Societies and nie-
tistic groups in Germany and ungland. So that, at the least es-
timate, the Societies set a oreeident which Wesley was auick to
follow in carrying out his relirious ideal.
5. Puritans.
At the time of Wesley, the Puritans as a group were no more
Many of them had gone into the establishment, many had p-one to
other shores, and oth rs had joined the different Independent
groups. However, the Puritan ideals and' discipline were thorough
ly diffused throughout the country, though it was only baroly
tolerated, and even somewhat persecuted, under Queen Anne. Green
makes this strong statement, "Puritanism slowly but steadily in-
troduced its OY/n seriousness and ourity into uinclisn society,
English literature, English politics. The whole history of the
Jinclisn progress since the Restoration, on its moral and. soirit-
(1)
ual sid^s has been the history of Purittnism. " For it was v/hen
Puritanism laid down the sword and began the truer work of build
ing up a kingdom of righteousness in the hearts and consciences
of men that it has done its most worthy work. Then Cromwell's
farmer and trader soldiers went back to their old occupations
and were known by no other sign than their greater sobriety and
industry. And we agree with Morley v/hen he says that "it Is in
Milton and Bunyan rath -r than in Crowmell that we Suek what was
deeoest, loftiest, and most abidinr in Puritanism. We look to
(2)
its aoostles rathor than its soldier."
Flynn makes this general statement in regard to the in-
(1) Quoted bv Heron "Short History „of .Puritanism" P. 8.
(2) Quoted by Flynn "Influence of Puritanism" P> 28#
•
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fluence of Puritanism, •that so far as the English love truth,
hate lies, keep faith, detest shams, countenance honesty, they
walk whe~"e Hampden and Pym and Baxter walked; their character
is true to the Puritan typ« at its host. Of course Puritanism
al ne is not entirely resnonsible for these excellences, taut it
had a large part --it is a safe rule: wherever you can trace the
(jtimocratic soirit in the State- the orincinle that the will of
the nwonle must pxevail-and the prominence of the lay element
in the Church-th^re you have Puritanism, under whatever new or
old name it may be pleased to designate itself, or strange fel-
(1)
1 owship it may have found." Flynn also says that 'hardly a
pious cottager from the Dart to the Tweed, rrom the Severn to
the Thames, on whose shelf you will not s e the matchless alle-
gory of the Bedford Tinker, side by side with the English Bible,
and often with them a volume of the Greatest Puritan orea-'hur
England «rver produced, Charles H. Spurgeon; and possibly a copy
of Wesley's hymn-book. Baxter finds a olace in houses of a high-
er class, not infrequently in friendly comnpnionship with Jeremy
'(2)
Taylor's "Holy Living and Holy Dying."
It is true that these ore only general statements taut they
show the trend of influence that was Wesley's. The similarity
of the beginnings of the two movements is also a close narallel.
Each started from within the Established Church, jsach desired
the ourer spiritual life and started little societies for its
develoDm«nt. n,ach was ridiculed, by the Church clern-y and more
worldly oeoole, and odious nicknames were aonlied to each move-
ment which later becam- their priory, jsach was finally forced out
(1) Flynn "influence of Puritanism" P. 39 a 44.
(2) Flynn "Influence of Puritanism" P. 38.
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of tne Church for the same re as on-Nonconformity. Each was the
outworking of a spirit in which the leaders of neither knew v/h^re
it was leading, for, given the principles that liberate thought;,
and grant the orinciple of the authority of conscience, and it
is impossible to say thus far shalt thou go and no further. IV" any
of the Puritans were Predestinarians , while Wesley believed in
the Arminian freedom of the will. Both held to the outstanding
doctrine of the Divine Soverieignty and the Divine Omnipotence;
both held to justification by faith; total depravity, atonement
of Christ and the efficacy of strict moral discipline. Wesley
says of the Puritans that they sprang up as it fcere out of ashes,
of the ancient martyrs and breacne the same spirit, and rr^± e in
a lower degree, partakers of the same sufferings." He sa,ys their
name was a by-word and a proverb of reproach. He criticises thoir
multitude of writings as verbose and full of circu locutions and
repetitions, in which they drag in controversy too much and in
which they have generally a low a.nd imperfect view of sancti-
fication or holiness. But Wesley says their excellencies are
that they exalt Christ, in all of his offices-glory full of
grace and truth; rniehty m»n w^re they in Scripture-equal to
any who went before and far superior to most that have followed
them, they tear up the roots of Antinomianism and their pecul-
iar excellency is th- t they build us up in our most holy frith.
They lead us by the hand in tne paths of righteousness, and show
us how, in the various circumstances of life, we may most surely
and swiftly prow in crace, and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus
Christ. -and he, especially mentions the rood writings of Goodwin,
(1)
Bolton, Preston, Sibbs etc."
(1) Wesley»s Work's V.7. P. 530.
(•
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Canon Overton, in a not too sympathetic, yet on the whol«
just appreciation of Wesley says that we may not claim him as
a Puritan, as Flynn quotes, and then goes on to say, "The truth
is, Wesley is too big a man for either neutral or partisan to
paint. When he speaks of the Stuarts he is a Jacobite or non-
juror, when he turns to swift or Sterne he is a Puritan of the
Puritans. Whatever Wesley was in himself, and we need not risk
a judgment on the point, there can be no doubt that the movement
which he inaugurated and led for fifty years was a puritan move-
ment of a most pronounced character; himself an autocrat, he
(1)
founded and ruled a spiritual d^mocx-acy." Wesley v/as a Church-
man end he could not agree with the intolerant and often bitter
Dissenters, no more than he could help taking up some of their
practices in his attempt to purify the uhurch. In his societies
were found mostly members of the j&stablishment , but ther^ vri»«
many of every sect and religious group. Me was a man of religion
who felt that he could do more good by remaining in the Church
and possibly he cannot strictly be called a Puritan, as known
in his day, but he was directly in line with the best tha.t was
in Puritanism. We must always remember that the established Church
had much of Puritanism in her Articles and Discipline. It has
been said that she had "a Catholic Prayer-book, Celvinistio
Articles, and an Arminian clergy," and we cannot but see that
this is largely true. In him, runs ""he blood of the old*r Puritans,
but he does not like the attitude of many of the present Dis-
senters. On reading "A Gentleman's Reasons for Dissent from the
Church of England" he remarks in his diary May I, 1755 "how dif-
(1) Flynn "Influence of Puritanism" P. 169.

ferent a spirit does this man write from the honest Richard Baxter]
The one dipping his pen as it v/ere, in tears, the other in vine-
gar and gall. Surely one page of that lovinr, serious Christian
(1)
weighs more than volumes of this hitter, sarcastic, Jester." Yes
I think we can wisely claim Puritanism as a big influence in his
life and activity.
IV WESLEY'S NEW PURITANISM
A. A Purer Nonconformity Ideal.
It is now my purpose to show Wesley as the developer of a
new Puritanism and a purer Nonconformist ideal. What I mean is,
that he more truly embodied in his movement a purer type of the
Puritan ideal than had thus far been achieved. To do this it is
necessary to show the beginnings of this spirit and to note its
main phases up to that of Wesley. We must always keen in mind,
of course, that historic Nonconformity is not a nerfect manifes-
tation of the Nonconformist spirit j for the organization of any
movement whether political, sociological or religious, causes
it to lose something of its nurity and singleness of bein^. It
adjusts itself to the . orld as well as the v/o Id, to it. Thus
when we speak of the Nonconformist spirit we mean the spirit
that exalts life above organization and holds th; t ore:: nizat. ion
should be made by life, and not the opposite. Keal Nonconformity
does not mean "Schism" or "Dissent" but is a positive thinr of
the fullest, freest, and purest development of the individual
life. Its very nature imolies toleration, while its ideal of
association is one of growth and natural development, and not,
(1) Wesley's Journal Vol. 4. P. 114.
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one artificially manufactured. It is above any State Jist pblish-
ment. It is the reliction of nersonal communion with, and of di-
rect accountability to, God. This spirit has ever been trying
to find embodiment in an organisation where it might live nnd
not be bound. This has been tried many time?! but always the ideal
has suffered in the process of translation into the real. It
is my ooinion that Wesley, largely unconsciously, more nearly
embodied the ideal in his movement than it had ever before been
done
.
We see the beginnings of such an ideal in the teachings of
the old Hebrew Prophets but its fullest and first complete ex-
oression was in the life and teachings of Jesus. He however,
gave it no organization and the organization that soon formed
to perpetuate it-to soread the glorious work of righteousness
,
was quickly dimmed and was completely overtaken when Const antine
called himself a Christian, let as Wesley says, "God was never
left without a witness. In every ag« a few that truly feared God,
wrought righteousness. But most of them wearied and want apart
or senarated themselves from the world into churches or sects.
Their light no longer shone among men, amongst those that need-
ed them most; but thev contentedlv gave up the world to the ser-
" (1)
vice of its old master."
1. Wiclif.
The term Nonconformist comes into use after the establish-
ment of the Church of England and when the Acts of Uniformity
were passed to make all conform to the orayer book and Articles.
The spirit of isncrlish Nonconformity appears lone before this
(1) Wesley's Works Vol. 7. P. 319.
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however. Its first out standing annearance is in the 14th. C. in
the form of John Wiclif. This patriot, political phil osopher
,
and religious reformer against the Panaoy, was an Oxford Fellow
and theology lecturer. The soan of his life was from 1325-1384
and he was chaplain to adward III. In Wiclif we see the Noncon-
formist soirit spring into being, mature and. strong and with a
sudden and almost dr matic appearance. The conception of the in-
ner life was the center of its system. It was against the mere
shows and. ceremonies of the Paoaoy and was set off with the dj-
namic of new ideas from the Scriptures, tt was not a new thing
except in its appearance in Knfland. It has a. close connection
with the Franciscan Friars, for in the leading features of con-
version, assurance of salvation, cleoravity of human nature, e-
lection, reprobation, meagreness of ritual, unadorned churches,
we find them following the same oaths. Also in Marsiglio of Padua,
William of Occam and other reformers we find antecedents but not
the adult form of reform, the fulness of ourity and power at its
emergence
.
His work was a part of the 14th. G. restlessness and Ken-
aissance which on the intellectual side runs through urasmus,
Colet, More and the Shake soe are an age; and in the religious realm
runs through the quasi-Kef ormation under Henry VIII, to the ec-
clesiastical settlement under ^dward VI, to the Puritanism of
the 17th. G. and to outspoken Nonconformity. It was a oeriod of
war, and .just after the terrible 'black death' of 1349. It was
an age when the church and religious question was a social question,
for the rich Churchmen, the ecclesiastical dia-nitaries
,
enjoyed
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the fat of the land while there was hardshio and no Christian
piety for the oppressed and poverty stricken. This could not
endure, and brought on the writing of Langland's "Piers the Plow
man" and the Peasants revolt of 1381 with which, Wiclif was in
full sympathy.
Wiclif saw in the Papacy claiming toll from isngland, an
outrage to the vital interests of religion end a disturbance of
the relations between God and man. He held that God was the crea
tive force by which the world was made, and that whatever man
holds , -rights
,
powers, authority, whether over elements o^ his
own life and oersonality or a more external thing, he holds di-
rect from God and is only conditioned by his rendering back to
God due service and rifhteousne ss . He held that any decree of
the pope's that was wrong was 'ipso facto' futile and any that
was right, was such not because they were his but because true
to the inspiration of God. He assailed the whole fabric of the
Papacy, even its inner citadel, the dogma of transubst antiation
.
And in his reform movement he did a new thin*? in history, he ap-
pealed direct to the people. Also for their help and protection,
he translated the Bible which was a Herculean, epoch making, and
permanently fruitful work.
The principles of this man were the main ones of later Puri
tanism and likewise of John V/esley. He held the 3ible as the su-
preme and sole standard of truth and lav/; there was a direct
relation between God and man with Christ as the only mediatory
no man can merit anything by good works; he denounced the dogma
of transubstentiation and gave the spiritual view of the Lord's
sup-er; he advocated the right of private judgment; he swept
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away the system of sacordoti lism or a mcdiatinr, sacrificing
priesthood, which was the basis o± tn; medieval church, and he
stressed utie priesthood of all b^li.v^s; n. taught tke doctrines
of predestination and election; he said there were six superflu-
ous orders among ohe clergy, -the twelve da„ghters of the -horse-
leech, Satan, ever crying, 'give, give, namely, popes, cardinals,
bishops, archdeacons, officials, deans, rectors, nriests, monks,
friars, doorkeepers, and questors.
I feel that Wiclif and Marsiglio may well be called the
"Morning Stars if oithe Reformaoion. For in contrast with the nol-
(1)
itics of the hour "Wiclif 's soul was like a star and dwelt apart'.'
He stands alone and in advance of his own time and for that mat-
ter in advance of our own. In him the paramount Nonconformist
principle found, in some resoects, a clearer and more adequate
exDression than at any subseou^nt period, for his interest was
for the inner life in its essential nature and its essential-
needs. His influence and the insoiration of his life- lived on
in the' .&n/7lish neoDlej "He lit a fire in ii;np:lanr1 wnich could
(2)
never be extinguished." He was only saved from martyrdom be-
cause of the protection of the King and 44 years after his death
because of his influence upon Huss, when he was burned at the
stake, the remains of Wiclif were disinterred and thrown into
the river Svirift and as Puller says, "This brook conveyed them
into the Avon, the Avon into the Severn, the Severn into the
narrow seas, and they into the mt in ocean. And the ashes of Wiclif
are the emblem of his doctrine, which is now disoersed all the
(3)
world over."
Clark,H.W. "History of jsaaglish Nonconformity" P. 44. «
(2) Heron, James "A Short History of Puritanism" P. 35.
( 3 ) Quoted by Heron Ibid P. 35.
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resides the influence of Wiclif, uhi s p-reat Nonconformist,
which continued directly to affect the jeaiglish people, as his
principles were sore ad throughout anrland by his trained order
of men the "poor priests, barefooted, and clad in russet robes
of coarse wollen cloth--the itinerant nreach^rs (forerunners of
those of Wesley) to proclaim a -mre p;osDel to whom multitudes
(1)
listened with eager attention," there is also his influence which
was carried to other lands and finally came back to .angland.
For the spiritual movement which swent jangland in the 14th. C.
influenced Germany through- John Huss who made no secret of his
debt to Wiclif, which was recognized by the Pope who condemned
Wiclif ( though d«ad) with Huss at the Council of Constance. The
Moravians came by direct spiritual descent from miss and Luther
was his spiritual heir. Bohler the /Treat pististic Lutheran in
carrying Moravianism over to England brings Wiclif 's teachings
back to England after three hundred years and they soofte to John
Wesley in Luther's lips in the little gathering in Aldersgate
Street, which, Fitch^ t concludes, shows that "great debts are,
(2)
in this way, sometimes greatly paid."
The Lollards drew their inspiration and theology from Wiclif
life and Bible, and because of their intense devotion to it,
basing all life, conduct and doctrine on a bald literal inter-
pretation of its language, came soon to be regarded as a danger-
ous element in the State, under Henry IV, and "later, thousands
were out to death for one cause or another. The Lollards carried
out Wiclif 's r-'forms and ideas only very imperfectly, but as the
poor priests in snreadinc the knowledge of simple primitive Chris
ianitj amongst the humbler classes, may be recognized ss pre-
(1) Heron, James Ibid P.o4. (2) Fitchett P. 125.
(
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runners of John Wesley's local preachers, so the whole Lollard
revival p-ives a striking likeness to the Methodist revival of
the eighteenth c^ntur^, which was decidedly Puritan from first
to last. The Lollards petitioned Parliament in 1395 for: the or-
dination of fit priests; the abolition of clerical celibacy and
vows of chastity; protests against exorcism, the blessing of
inanimate objects, prayers for th« dead, image worship, pil-
grimafes, comoulsory auricular confession, war and canital pun-
ishment; and the inwardness of their movement was for essential
righteousness, Godly preacners, converted men, of blameless lives.
The Nonconformist ideal was kept alive by a strinr of great
and courageous men many of whom paid with their lives. Brasmus,
wno made four visits to .angland is called the "Odious bird .vhich
(1)
laid the «gg that was hstched by Luther"
;
t
the Luth-.iran end other
reformation literature found its way into ungland. Erasmus's
translation of the Greek New ^estament was a great influence on
such men as Colet, Bilney, rrith, Latimer, Ridley and Granmer.
Frith, Bilney and uranmer were burned at the stake. Tyndale's
translation of the Bible and active lira did much toward fton-
conformity 1484-1536. He is charged with heresy and shows the
essentials of Puritanism when he says "whatever is not in the
Holy Scri oure, and cannot be oroved thereby, no man should be
(2)
reouired to believe as an article of faith." He told a uatholic
divine, "ture many yesus, if God spaces my life, I will cause
the boy that driveth the oloufh to know more of the Scriptures
(3)
than thou dost." He was in close touch with the swiss and Re-
(l)Bishoo Gardiner-Quoted by H^ron, "Short history of Puritanism.
Pace. 44. (2) Ibid P. 47. (3) Ibid P. 4,.
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formed Church. Just before beinr burned, at the stake in lbou
he cried with a loud voic~
,
"Lord, op«n the Kinp1 of England's
(1)
eyes J
"
Under cdward VI in drawing up a new Order of Corn-union,
the German Lutherans Bucer and Melanohthon were followed by the
committee. Also the great, nonconformist leaders Hooper, Cover-
dale, Ropers, Kidley and others came back from exile and at-
tempted more radical reforms. Hooper studied under, Bullinger,
Zwinrrli's successor at Zuricn. Hurcher, in a letter to Bttllinger
said cooper refuse:) to use the First, Prater Book in the Lord's
Supoer and was ^striving to effect an entire purification of the
(2)
Church from the v^ry foundation." And Maitland calls Hooper "The
(3)
Father of tne Puritans." He shows the true Nonconformist spirit
in opposing vestments as an infringement of Christian liberty
and his views were adopted hj Cranmer and Ridley. Thus we see
the Nonconformist spirit striving to express itself in a purer
church with influences from Wiclif and his movement , from Luther
-
anism, Zwinrlinism, and from Calvinism and the Reformed churches.
They managed to get the Prayer Book revise : but, oranmer was not
satisfied with it as he wanted a complete change.
But Cranmer, Tyndale, Latimer and the others of this period
great as they were, they did not have the dominant personalities
and pr ogressiveness to embody the Protestant cause in jingland,
and so the Church of Henry VIII was a politic o-religio movement,
which v/as superficially religious and on the whole tending in
the Protestant direction, was really neither protest ant nor Re-
ligious in its inner motive and content. ±et a genuine Protest-
(1) Quoted by Heron, Ibid P. 51.
(2) Ibid P . 57. ( 3 ) ib id p. 57 .
i
antism existed in ifinglend, although it was nbt dominate, and al-
lowed the established Church to harden into doctrines and prac-
tices thf.it later made the hill which Nonconformity had to climb
much steeper, for it had accented the good instead of the best.
We have already given the rise of Puritenism which was the
history of Nonconformity from now on until the time of Wesley,
They were great days of heroism, of noble endeavor and of ter-
rible persecution. There was progress and retrogression. There
were great souls that oracticed toleration and some who could
not recognize it, giving back hatred and bitterness. But the
Nonconformist ideal lived on in the hearts of many of the clergy
of the Establishment, as well as in the "Societies and Sectaries"
that ' developed, and the seoarate sects that were started. The
Nonconformist ideal was more nearly kept by the Baptist sect.
The Gongre national sect in a lesser degree and the Presbyter-
ians in a still less comprehensive manner. The Independents were
largely Nonconformists. So that though bared without the door
of the Church the Spirit of Nonconformity still lived. The Qua-
kers were a new, but short protest of this great spirit under
their noble, saintly leader John Fox. He stressed the inner life
and the fact of being 'born of God 1 end held that all things
come from God. But starting with the mystical experience they
forgot to let the inner life work itself out into s visible
body they held the Church too lightly, became too negative and
protesting, and so brought < themselves and ideals into trouble.
2. Baxter.
In this paper we cannot go into further detail as to the
long process of development of the Nonconformity spirit. It seems

clear that regardless of the neriods of seemingly no progress
or much activity, that the thread of influence is not broken,
and comes, clear through to Wesley. But now let us pick out a.
man of the century just before that of Wesley, who is consid-
ered the type of pure Puritan, and see his oossible and actual
influence upon John Wesley. There sesms to be no question but
that this man is Richard Baxter. Plynn says of him, "Probably
the /rreatest Puritan of his time, or of any time, was Richard
(1)
Baxter." Professor Biggs says, "If you want to know what a Puri
tan really was you cannot do better than turn to the autobio-
graohical sketch of Richard Baxter, -He is the most representa-
(2)
tive Puritan in History."
Richard Baxter was for many years not very strong of body
but a fiant in maind and spirit. Ke had a breadth of mind that
was not common in his day, coupled with the deepest spiritual
fealinr? and independence of thought. Ordained in the Church of
England, and her outstanding preacher, who has made the Kidder-
minister pulpit famous for religious zeal and practice, he ended
his life as a Nonconformist minister. Appointed, al n.f with
Calamy and others, by Charles II, to be chaplains to the Court,
he finally came to see that he could not live up to the Uni-
formity acts and, due partly, as he says to me^tinn; "some zealou
p;odly Nonconformists at Shrewsbury, whose fervent prayers, and
(3)"
savoury conference and holy lives did or of it me much." He found
they were persecuted by the bishops; where u .on he found much
prejudice in his heart against the persecutors. It was the in-
fluence of those "tender people" as Fox says, "a ouiet, old
(1) Influence of Puritanism" P. 64.
(2) Quoted by Flynn Ibid P. 135. (3) Ibid P. lo6.
c
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fashioned race, who thought a great deal about their souls and
very little about vestments, or stone altars. Laud was worryinf
them with fines and censures, wild curates were preaching what
sounded to their simole ears like Romanism and the Kino- was driv-
(1)
ing them into rebellion by his forced loans." Baxter was thus
a Nonconformist and Puritan of the Evangelical tyoe to the Irst
degree. As we review some of his beliefs I think we will see
much in common with John Wesley. He died in 1691, just a few
years before the birth of Wesley, and his devotional and prac-
tical religious books were read by Wesley. Wesley refers to him
many times in his Journals and Diaries. He speaks of him as that
truly Christian and Honest man. He tells his ministers to read
Baxter and to follow his olan of visiting from house to house.
In a letter to Mr. Hill he admitfe his approval in p-eneral with
the sense of both Baxter and Goodwin. So we feel justified in
claiminp a Puritan influence from Baxter for Wesley, w--ic^ will
be made more evident, as we trace their similarities.
Baxter was a most successful preacher and pastor. His suc-
cess lay in the natural human way he snoke to men and he spoke
directly from Christ to people. He snoke not so much about his
Master as from him. He knew his people and had a grouo about him
in his home to talk over the sermon} had personal catechising
for each family etc. This is very similar to the practice of
Wesley in his class meetings and house to house visitation. To-
day we look uoon Baxter as the synonym for orthodoxy, but then,
he was looked on with suspicion as heterodox- neither a Calvin-
(1) Quoted from Pynn "Influence of Puritanism" P. 1-37.
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ist nor Arminian as then understood. He stood in opposition to
extreme views or opinions and his eclecticism was one of the
first stones laid in that temple of theological unity which takes
so many generations to build. He believed in Godliness of life
and toleration in attitude.
In line with the great relierious leaders of sll times he
centered every thing in God, who is everylasting and everlasting-
ly to be enjoyed. He said in all worship see that God was the
end of it all and not to let any ordinance, nor any common mercy
to satisfy you, if you have not God himself. He says to watch
the heart that it be not idle for how easily it is turned aside
and made to think of impertinent vanities, he says watch there-
fore unto orayer and every duty. Look also to your tonrues and
the deportment of your bodies, that the whole man may worship
God in holiness, as he recuireth. First look to the heart, then
to words and then to bodies. "Religion consists in tho inward
worship of God, to love Him above all, to fear him, believe him,
(1)
trust hiMg delight in him, to be zealous for him." He however
says to be serious and delight also in all those parts of the
outward worship of God that all sob r Christians are agreed on,
use common sense and test out any disagreements, and always use
the advice of men in due subordination to the will of God and
the teachings of Christ.
Baxter is for reason, sense and toleration. "Condemn not
all that in others, which vou dare not do Yourselves; and nrrc-
(2)
tice not all that yourselves, "which you dare not condemn in oth rs.
He says let the manner of worship be according to the situation.
Offer no lie to God, such as the Papists, in saying, that the
bread and wine are the body and blood of Christ, which is an
(1) "Christian Directory" Part o. P. ool . (2 J Ibid P. Oo2.
c
oB.
evident lie. Let not passion over top your reason, let your zeal
be according to your knowledge and remember that the n-art was
made to lead th« tongue, he ^criptLtr* is not a lav/ and rule of
worship, as such, but the spirit of such, and much is left to
man's determination. He says, "set not preaching against nraying
nor public against Drivate worship; nore internal against ex-
(1)
ternal worship; but do all." He believed that baptism was a
mutual covenant between God and man. Infants should be baptised
and should review the covenant when they become of years. He
said religion should be professed openly and boldly as a means
of savins others- by words and actions, public ordinances in
season, and occassional or private profession by conference or
conversation. Boast not of self but only of God and Christ and
know that "truth ma, be sometimes silenced but a lie may never
(2)
be professed or a proved."
In regard to conduct with others he says make no vows in
the ordinary things of life and when made in a public way to a
lawful authority, first consult God and see if it is not against
His will. In regard to heresy and deceit he says that truth i s
the object of man's under standing and that an honest, sancti-
fied one, is fittest to entertain truth, neither contemn nor be
captivated by others in the search for truth, "multitudes of men
have tormented, and murdered others as heretics, who themselves
(3)
must be tormented in Hell for not beinn* Christians." Take h^ed
of pride and slothfulness and impatience, seek love and keep
out of passion in disputes and know th t charity is the end of
truth. Know God first and test all by this truth. Put not un-
XI ) Ibid P. 556. (2) Ibid P. 560. (3) Ibid P. 585.
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certainties against certainties and out not dork texts against
plain ones. He was for union and the communion of Saints end
against all schism. He urged family worship and the attendance
of all services, in a reverent and thoughtful mind "upniying
(1)
all the word of God to yourselves according to its usefulness."
He said to conform to all the lawful gestures and customs of
the Church, doinr* all in faith and hope. In the matter of con-
science, in regard to ecclesiastical matters, he said none of
the churches was the true church. The Reformed churches are the
soundest and ourest that we know in the world, and therefore
their orivilege is exceedingly great, though they are not all'
the Universal Church. The Roman Church is not Christ's institu-
tion but a human sinful policy formed by the temptation of Satan,
tli-cr prince of pride, deceit and darkness. The Roman cl^rsy are
not true ministers but they are not null and neither is the bap-
tism and ordination of Rome. No man can tell what is objectively
certain or revealed in God's word, who hath not subjective cer-
tainty or knowledge of it.
In the matter of election he says, "I deny not God's eternal
antecedent election; but I deny thao the Scripture wver mentioned
his pardoninp: or glorifying any, upon the account of election
only, without certain soiritu- 1 conditions, which may be ?iven
as the reason of the difference in judgment. God may ]zSV freely
give the Gospel to whom he will, and also Faith, or the first
n-race by the Gospel, without any previous condition in man, but
(2)
according to his free election . only .
"
(1) "A Christian Director,," P. 610.
(2) Ibid P. o43.
c
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In regard to public affairs he desires . to influence but
not to try to dictate. "My judgment is much against nragmatie
ore sumptuous preachers, who are over-forward to meddle with their
governors, or their affairs, and think that God sendeth them to
reprove persons, and things thf-t ar~ strann-e to them, and above
them, and vent their distastes unon uncertain renorts, or with-
out a call--how far the oeople have, in any country, the nower
of electing the persons, families, or forms of trovernmont , or
how far nature p-iveth them pronriety and the conseouents of this,
(1)
I meddle not with at all." Thus like all the Puritans or in
most part, at least, he was patriotic and stood by the existing
government, not realizing that the very nature of their b liefs
meant democracy. Wesley did the same thing, living a Tory but
holding democratic principles.
In living rules for an upright life w e see much similarity
to the rules of Wesley. Hold to sincerity instead of hypocrisy;
to rectitude of heart and life rather than crookedness and sin.
The fruit of graco, and the pillars of human society, are truth
and justice, oeace of eonscience and holy security. In his twenty
rules we find him saying one must be subjected to God, have his
hope set on heaven with Christ as his infallible teacher end
tne word of God as his infallible rule. One must have large and
solid understanding for there is no walking upright in the dark.
Zeal causes one to p;o apace, but not at all to go right, without
judgment to p-uide. Must study and take unwearied Dains for know-
ledge, for wisdom doth no where more nrosner than with inf:dels
in their conceit and lack of knowledge. One must know the dif-
ierence between a greater and lesser good as well as' ^ood. and
(1) Ibid P. 722.
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evil, hold to the essentials of religion, master the nassions,
attend the means of p;race, 1 >ve one 1 s neighbor and be impartial
and use charity in the matt r of parties or sects. Make not rash
judgments but be willing to receive and obey truth at the dear-
est rate, especially of laborious study and self-denying life.
Be humble, considerate, f orebearina: , and kill the carnal desires
of appetite, sense, lust, and self. Be ever watchful and live
as one going to the grave-to death and etornit?-, for this makes
one wise, -as dying men are not drawn to drunkenness, filthiness,
or time wasting snorts.
To all ouos of people in authority he tells them to re-
member that their power is from God, thereby for Sod, and not
against God, -so that the end is the public food. He tells them
to be examples of Holiness to tne p*<spl#. He tells the subjects
to be obedient and that all argument's for a natural democracy
are built uoon false suppositions as the King g^ts his right
from God alone. He says that ministers may privately tell of-
ficers of their wrongs and bring them to x-eoentance.
Baxter does not sympathize with the idea of the poor, 'that
God will not ounish them in the next world' because they have
had their part in this; and damn men for beinc great and rich;
when they themselves would be as rich and great if they knew
:
of the governors. He tells lawyers to know the whole bodv of
polity and make the promotion of justice and, pleasing the most
righteous God, their chief end. He tells Physicians to make
health and saving of life their first t oua;ht, and to exercise
their compassion and charity to men's souls, as will as to their
(
bodies. He urges teachers to glorify God end fit the puoils
for oublic service. Soldiers are to make their peace with God
and be sure that they are in a warrantable cause and call, which
is worth more than their lives. He warns arainst the personal
vices and passions that lead to murder, end urges forgiveness,
and to try end see God in your neighbor and to love him for that
of God which is upon him. We have more to be f orpiven than we
have to forgive so rid ourselves of selfishness. He sneaks against
persecution, scandal, soul murder end tells Christians to s#ek
T1V •t-the salvation of others, to
ations' end reproof end to be at oeece with all men. He stands
for justice in contracts end against ell theft or holdin^ of
that which is another s.
He stands for thrift and against all prodigality end sin-
ful wastefulness end holds it a sin to desire riches as worldlings
and sensualists do, but use the fruits of their labors for th e
relief of the poor. He said it was a sin to give to the Church
in blind zeal to maintain useless pomp or superstition etc., as
it wes a sin to blindly give to the poor or s.end money in need-
less music end recreations etc. He speaks against injurious law
suits, witnessing end judgments; against backbiting, slander-
ing, and evil speaking; against sensorousness end unwarrsnt eble
judging. He considers all time as fleeting, end it is God's end
so, must be redeemed and improved. He glvas directions for do-
inp this which we will teke up more in detail in record to Wesley
Puritan ethics.
(
3. Revival.
Wesley havinf read, the works of such a man as this in whom
he had such a hip\h trust and rerrard, along with other great Puri-
tan writers, it is only to be expected with the ot£r«r Puritan
influences that there would be considerable of Puritanism in him.
Thus it is that in the Methodist Revival that the Nonconformity
soirit has probably its strongest and. surest embodiment in any
movement of any age* It was the old ideal gradually working itself
out in a new. form. There had been dark d; ys since 1662 and the
men with the Nonconformist ideal had had to suffer and endure,
while the id«-:l grew dim. But from his Puritan heritage and dis-
cipline of life, and after his personal experience, through the
help of the Lutheran doctrine of faith, caught from the Ttloravians
by their stress on the inv/ardness and individual assurance of
religion, Wesley, the %Iigh Shurchman, was set on fire with a
new Puritanism and a purer Nonconformity ideal.
Speaking generally but with historical basis, we may say
that Wesley was really a synthesis of the two former outbreaks
of Protestantism, -that of Luther and Calvin. He combined Luther's
eooch making religious understanding of the cospel with Calvin's
reliricus evaluation of activity in the world. Wesley was not a
Calvinist, mainly because of their nredistinati on be]3ef, hut he
was brought up on their "pood works" idea, and moral discipline.
The idea of work out your own salvation in fear and. trembling
,
for it is God that works in you etc,- God governing the world
directly and man being judged by his activity. Every life was the
fulfilment of a divine vocation. Then through his close contact
and diligent study and practice of their Lutheran idea of justi-
=3
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ficati6n by faith, he was converted and went out with the as-
surance of a personal experience. As James says "nothing in
Catholic theology or teaching has ever sooken to sick souls in
(1)
such healing ways as Luther's experience has sooken to Wesley."
He had now journeyed from the experiment with the Catholic con-
ception of religion and life, to Luther's religion of faith. It
had been s process out of which came a new idealism. Faith super
seded the sacraments and he was saved by Rrace , which was the
p-ift of God. And the birthday of a Christian was shifted from
that of baptism to that of conversion. He asserted that salvat-
ion was the work of God in as strong terms as ever did Augustine
Luther or Calvin, but he at the same time held to the freedom
of the will. He was rreater than Calvin for he was less of a
logician and truer to the experiences of life; while he worked
out the essence of Luther's faith in a DUfir wa/y because he
tested it by experience. He allowed this faith-assurance to come
gradually, or instantly, and that it mirrht be oartial, or com-
plete. Wesley held not to dofma but to discipline: not to ortho-
doxy, but to the ethical conduct of life. The sum total of life's
activities, social, civic, political, and economic were con-
sidered as eoully parts of worship owed to God. This taup-ht mul-
titudes to look on the whole of life; it taught humility before
God; it linked the highest spiritual orizes with vocational
fruitfulness, thus lifting men from the low levels of instinct
to visions, to nurposes, i-nd to eternities. Work becrme Godly
labor and productive service became the end and sicn of active
faith. They were men "havinp the form of Godliness and seeking
the nower . '
(1) James, "Varieties of Kerf "T?xp~e2Tfehces " P. 246.
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The revival grew out of Moravian Diet ism and Wesley, for
a time an anostle of the Moravians, was Moravian in snirit and
experience hut not in system or method, for in these, he was a
Churchman. He soon broke with the Moravians because of their ex-
treme mysticism and the English Moravians held to the complete
salvation that saved them from the means of grace and institu-
tions. Wesley believed in degrees of faith which they did not.
He was against their quietism for he believed in human freedom,
human energy and the ethical working of religion. He pieced the
highest importance upon personal religion and yet he clung to
the wholesome tradition and history of the Church with great
tenacity. He believed in the corporate consciousness of the
Church, as indespensable to religion. "Just as the cluster of
coals will glow with heat and a sinc-le one never" so there is
no 'Robinson Crusoe reli-ion' as Cell says.
Wesley combined the two foci of religion, I.e. a profound
submission and goodness with a heroic self-reliance activity or
moral energy. He had too much healthy mindeiness to drift off in
to dreamy mysticism. He kept personal religious experience upoer
most in his religion, but it was always under the test of whethe
or not it worked, and secured the res 11. Its desired. He was mysti-
cal but his mysticism was seasoned with reason. Wesley had re-
solved, on reading Taylor's teachings, and his mothers advice,
to make religion the chief business of life. Ho one had ever loo
ed at religion in a more scientific way, or tried it more abso-
lutely by scientific methods. With unshakable; purpose, supreme
loyalty, and no trace of compromise he followed truth at all

risks and through all worlds. After his conversion, religion is
for him, no longer an experiment, hut an attainment end a cer-
tainty, which, hov/ever, he continued to test and develop. He has
all his old thoroughness, his utter sincerity, his scorn of com-
promise, his uns :arine- self -sacrifice ; but throuch
. all these
fine Qualities there now runs something new-a note of victory,
a fire of gladness. He is not the greatest intellect of the time;
he has no new doctrine; he has no new h resy; he has the old
truths or religion translated into terms 01 living human ex-
perience, and dwelling as a divine energy in tne soul, and iz
was tnis mystic ciuv «nt 01 a divins lif«, tn:t he poured through
the calcined soul of a nation, and so turned blackness into ..lame
Wesley found ^ngland a religious wilderness and left it a
watered garden soiritually. ne found the spirit of Nonconformity
frozen, and the main quest of the nation was for liberty end this
only in a lukewarm manner. The Socian tendenc7/- grew strong, and
also Deism was flourishing. In the main, religion was scoffed
at by the higher society end the poor were ignorant of it, al-
though of course there were some households of real piety as
that one at j^pworth. Berkley however says, "little can be hoped
for if we consider the corrupt degenerate age we live in--we have
cancelled all resoect for whatever our laws and religion reoute
(1)
sacred." There was no zeal for religion and there was much
writing about its decay. The aeal for the old profound mystical
view of early Independency was silent, and in the establishment
there was no depth, warmth, or fulness of religious life. In
early 18th. C. Christianity there were no tears of repentance;
(1) Quoted by Clark "History of angliah Nonconformity" V.2.P.1P7.

the note of passion was silent; and the hush of reverence was
aliasing; because the vision had grown faint and the sense of
sin and of God's remedy for it had perished. And a religion of
this kind transfigures no lives; inspires no martyrs; creates
no saints and sends out no missionaries. It generated a morality
of i.rnoble temper and resembled nothing so much as an atmosphere
exhausted of oxygen. Wesley felt the religious need of his age
and when his heart was strangely warmed he went out with a new
zeal and power. His acceptance of the evangelical position,
justification by faith, changed him from a servant to a son, gave
him a religion of joy and freedom instead of a religion of servi-
tude. He went out confident in the Lord and after fifty years of
strenuous labours he yielded up his life, exclaiming "best of
all God is with us"and singing with a faltering voice "I'll
praise my Maker while I've breath. !:
Wesley tells of the change thus: "From the year 1725-1729
I preached much, but saw no fruit of my labour. Indeed it could
not be that I should; for i neither laid the foundation of repen-
tance, nor of believing the Gospel; taking it for granted, that
all to whom I preached w^re believers, and that many of them
neoded no repentance. Prom the year 1729-1734, laying a deeper
foundation of repentance, I saw a little fruit. But it was only
a little; and no wonder: for I did not preach faith in the blood
of the covenant. From 1734-1738, speaking more of faith in Christ,
I saw more fruit of my preaching, and visiting from house to house,
than ever I had done before; though I know not if any of those
who were outwardly reformed were inwardly and thoroughly con-
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verted, to God. rrom 17 38 to this time, speaking continually of
Jesus Christ, laying him only for th« foundation of the whole
building, making him all in all, the first and the last; preach-
ing only on this plan, 'the Kingdom of God is at hand; repent ye,
and believe the Gospel; 'the 'word of God ran as fire' among the
stubble; it 'was glorified' more and more; multitudes crying out,
'what must we do to be saved.$' arid afterwards witnessing, 'by
grac~ we are saved through faith. ' Being criticised for boasting,
he says, 'If I ascribe anything to God and x do everything , it
is enthusiasm. If I do not, or if I do, it is vanioy and borst-
ing, supposing m* to mention it at all. What then can I do to
escape your censure? why, be silent; say nothing at all. I can-
not, 1 dare not. Were I thus to please men, I could not be the
(1)
servant of Christ." For he srvs, "A dispensation of the Gospel
(2)
is committed to me, and woe is raw if I preach not the Gosnel.2
Here is Puritanism revived and here is the Nonconformist
ideal given new life, xhe new Puritanism became aggressive again
when Whiteiield in 17 39 stood in the open and had the first open
air service at Colliers near Bristol. This is what Bishop Gibson
called the dreadful stop of "inviting trie rabble to hear him."
His success stirred Wesley to emulation and so the working out
of a new Nonconformity is begun. We-sley is undecided just what
to do. He says in 1739 "I look upon all the world as my parish,
thus far, I mean, that in whatever part of it I am I judge it
meet, right, and my bounden duty to declare unto all that are
willing to hear the glad tidings of salvation. This is the work
which I know God called me to do; and sure I am that his blessing
(3)
attends it."
(1) "Works" V.5. P. 330. (2) Journal July 11, 1739. (3) Ibid.
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let he does not want to leave the Churcn. ne was decided, that
he was going to do certain things, and he was going to stay in
the Church if possible, but he was going to do these recprdless
.
To call this the resurrection of Puritanism is to bestow upon
it the name it deserves. Like fen# old«r Puritanism in the nsmes
of humphre j and Sampson, the evangelical revival was essentially
a protest of the Nonconformist ideal or spirit and a protest
which did not fully recognize itself, for what it was, nor dis-
cern the implications it contained. It was ohe spirit of life
over organization, again asserting itself, and it strove to
break through the organization's adamantine wall. The intense
end fiery evangelistic zeal or ?oth Whitefield and Wesley, though
neither of them knew it, or would hav? formulated it so( would
likely have repudiated the idea; , it was really the Nonconfor-
mist suirit s - riving to slake them, as numonrey and oamnson be-
fore them, tue agents of its uower and will. The first two had
seen vital religion in danger; of dying and now these two saw
vital religion practically dead. It was a second Keformation.lt
Y/as the real reformation being realized. Luther's justification
by faith took the soul out of the hands of the priest and now
Wesley and whitefield with their doctrine of new birth, free the
soul from the evil spirit of formalism. The aim was to insure
that ChUj. ch-froinp: shall lead to the Church of Christ; to vital-
ize an admitted creed. The,, left metaphysics to the philosophers,
history to the historians and ore- ched the means of crroat morel
and spiritual renovation to those who needed it. And .it-, did its
work*
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The main doctrines were repentance, faith, end holiness.
"The first 01' these we account, as it were, the porch of #ell-
(1)
gion; the n^xt
,
the door; the third, religion itself." However
the Puritan ideal of good works and moral purity were the tests
of salvation. They made thieves honest, drunkards sob
beaters gentle; they lit human faces with the clow of a strange
joy and sent even condemned men to the gallows with hymns on
their lips. They had no quarrel with the Articles or the ritual
of the Church but tht- *H &aitrt -ii&*i&'# thino- "icq 4-v, ttv v&mr -i-v^o«
literally and so made the clergy uncomfortable and aroused their
animosity.
This new Puritanism failed to comprehend itself anrl its im-
plications and indulged tne vain nope of carrying out the be-
hests of the a onconformist spirit ^not recognizing them to bo sucr
within the conformist pale and like the old Puritanism it had to
take exile for its doom. Wesley only made changes that were ab-
solutely necessary for his purpose. These were in the main four,
of which were ruritan practices, namely; to form the converts
into societies in 1739 with the organization of "bands", "select
bands", and "classes" with leaders and watch night services, cov-
enant meetings etc.; {2) lay preachers which wero on the circuit
;
gun in 1744 by Weslov and 6 clercvmen. He made confofmitv
concurrent necessity along with the inward and spiritual proce'-'S's-
]
ID Wesley's "Works" V. o. P. ool
.

not claim(as the Presbyterians ) that it as divinely ordained
butheld Hooker's id^a that it was a sort of acquired validity
which approval has conferred. But Methodism and Conformity to
the established Church turned out to be inconsistent. Wesley's
life was a slew and reluctantly made discovery of the fact. The
clergy on the oth^r hand, sensed this early-they recognized the
Nonconformist spirit's intrusion into their jealously guarded
preserves and therefor^ Wesley received a fullisade from them.
His failure to separate or to recognize, that in reality they
were separated, and his desire, not to imoair the established
Church, actually impaired the prosperity of his movement, for
after his death a change was necessary and they w«re not as qual-
ified to meet the situation as he would have been. But a new
movement was started, for in their preaching to the masses, they
d.rew the crowd, won and kept it, so that they were compelled to
leave the established Church and take care of the crowd. It was
the new revelation of life protesting against organizations too
exclusive and too arrogant rule.
Wesley expressed or gave expression to a purer Nonconformity
than any existing group could match or even aoproach. He had a
high religious aim and says, "The design of Methodists is not to
form any new sect; but to reform the nation, particularlv the
(1)
Church; and to spread Scriptural holiness over the land." He
admits that they come close to Calvinism in ascribing all rood
to the free grace of God; in denying all natural free-will, and
all powe-r antecedent to grace; in excluding all merits from man;
even for what he has or does by the grace of God. He admits that
PL) "Works" V.5. P. 212

(2.
they come close to Ant inomi anism in exalting the merits and love
of Christ; and in rejoicing ever more. let he says Antinomanism
strikes directly at the root of ell holiness end that Calvinism
is the antidote to Methodism which of all the devices of Satan
for fifty years has done more to stop the work of God, than all
the rest, for it strikes at the root of salvation from sin, pre-
vious to glory. It seems to magnify Christ but in reality it
presupposes him to have died in vain for the elect would, have
been saved without him and the non-elect cannot be savod by him.
He holds to toleration which is essential to true Puritan-
ism. He also upholds the individual accountability which each
must give to God. "You cannot force the conscience of any one.
You cannot compel another to see as you see; you ought not to
attempt it. Reason and oersuasion are the onlv weaoons you ought
(1)
to use, even toward your own wife and children." He says "We have
our desire of spending and being spent, in promoting plain, prac-
tical religion-- only see that your heart be right toward Sod,
that you know and 1 ve the Lord Jesus Christ; that you lav* your
neighbor, and walk as your Master walke 1 ; and I desire no more.
I am sick of opinions; I am weary to bear them-give me solid and
substantial religion; give me an humble, gentle lover of God and
man; a man full of mercy and good fruits, without nartiality
(2)
and without hypocrisy." Near the end of his life in "Thoughts
upon a Late Phenomenon" he gives a good picture of Methodism,
exalting life above organization, when after commenting th r t all
revivals have been short, he goes on to say "But fifty or sixty
years ago a new phenomonen appeared in the world. Two or thr«*
(1) Works V.b. P. 89. (2) Ibid P. 173.

young men at Oxford" and he goes on to tell of the Holy Club
and how fast Methodism grew till thousands were in the societies.
"They are practically all members of the Church. THIS IS THii
PECULIAR G-LORx OF THa P^OPLa CALLED METHODISTS. They abhor sep-
aration and do not want to be a distinct body. There is nothin-
like it in ancient or modern history. They choose to remain in
connection with their own Church. It wouldbe easier to separate
as friends advise and enemies provoke us to do, but we believe
in the Church, we may be more effectually the servants of all.
Another peculiar thin/? is the terms of admission to the societies.
They impose no opinions. They let them hold particular or general
redemption, absolute or conditional decrees; let them be Church-
men or Dissenters, Presbyterians or Independents, it is no ob-
stacle. Let them choose one mode of baptism or another, it is
no bar to their admission. The Presbyterian may be a Presbyterian
still; the Independent or Anabaptist use his own mode of worship.
So may the Quaker; and noen will contend with him about it. They
think, and let think. One condition and one only, is required,
-
a real desire to save their soul. Where this is, it is enough;
they desire no more; they lay stress upon nothing else; they ask
only, 'Is thy heart herein as my heart? if it be, £ive me thy hand,
Where else such a societ?/? I know none. Let any man show it me
that can. Till then let no one talk of the bicotrv of the Meth-
(1)
odists .
"
The Wesley revival is a new embodiment of the 11 nconformist
ideal and it is unquestionably Puritanism revived in a purer form.
It had the real Puritan spirit of attempting to purify the Church.
(1) "Works" Vol. 7. P. 519.
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It gave both the establishment and the Dissenting bodies a breath
of a new end invigorating life. Souls in the hedges and by-ways
knew the blessedness of relirious certainty and conviction. To
the overeducated and unspiritual, Wesley always remained a mys-
tery; Walpole thought him an actor and despised his "enthusiasm",
and laathed the movement to raise the common v/retches above their
station. It was a great humanitarian movement. He used the strong-
est invectives against smuggler, alcohol, 'and the slave trade.
He stood for justice. He was a supporter of the government and
condemned any disobedience; and was against the Jacobites and
the American Kevolution. He condemned lawyers, British Landlords,
and princes. And with true Puritan courage he endured mobs, rid-
icule, stonings, beatings, and the almost continuous journeys
up and down the land on horseback. He was called "enthusiast",
Dissenter, and Papist, but he kept un the way end every where he
went he organized the people and, pre; chin-p- to miners and man-
ufacturers, he b-ptized these centers of population with ^ivine
forces. He was continually in the fires of conflict and contro-
versy, sneered at, by the educated and frowned on by the clergy,
friends f#ll away and comrades oft~n proved faithless, but he
went ahead and built slowly and solidly, leaving lasting memor-
ials in the shape of schools, missions, rooms, meeting places,
unions for prayer, for ch rity and for self-h«lp. Ahese were not
new but he gave new meaning and f o± ce to them. iA j effected a sud-
den and far reaching transf orm- tion which is a marvel in that in-
tellectual age, and it is to his glory that in such an age he
apoealed to the heart, and was able to restore emotion to its
rightful place in religion.
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B. Wesley's Pur it; n ethics.
1. Individual ethics.
In the field of ethics it is not hard to trace the Puritan-
ism in Wesley. His life is built around the Puritan discipline
of life v/ith its austere, ascetic and unimaginative mode of life.
First we will consider his individual ethics. The rules for his
life and for those of his followers are very largely formed in
his early strict training in the home, with its method and dis-
cipline of life. He never got away from the measure-1 , exact dis-
cipline of his mother who in her childhood was allowed as much
time for recreation as for devotion, and who spent an hour in
the morning and one in the evening in prayer and meditation as
well as some time at noon. He thus early entered the paths of
seriousness and asceticism. He arranged kis study with every
hour of the day planned; he marked the time for eating and sleep-
ing with accurate precision; he refused confomity in the matter
of apparel, speech, etc.; He was rigorous and regular in the
matter of fasting, meditation and prayers. So strict and ascet-
ic were the group that they ware called "Methodists" "Sacramen-
tarians" "Supererorgation men" "Bible moths" and "Bible Bigots".
On his journey to Georgia ne reduced the number of meals; ate
only rica and biscuits; slept on the floor, for he believed that
an appetite starved into submission, or otherwise suppressed,
was a traitor hanged. Wesley in his rules for improving time,
for the Oxford Club tm for his helpers, and for the united Socie-
ties, is greatly indebted to Jeremy Taylor of whom he says, "1
have no conception of a greater genius on earth, than Dr. Jeremy
Taylor, whose first rule and the oremise of all, is purity of
intention, aiming singly at God with happiness, in knowing, in
••
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loving, and in serving God." Wesley says "Simplicity and purity
are the two wings that lift the soul uo to heaven, simplicity
(2)
ln the intentions and purity in the affections." He also gives
credit for this idea to Mr. Law. Dr. Taylor although a clergyman
of the establishment is of that Puritan devotional zeal that
aimed at Purity and discipline of life as his many rules plainly
reveal. Mr. Law was a likeminded man. With these we must keep in
mind the writings and ini luenct- of Mr. Baxter o^at honest Christ-
ian man whom Wesle}'" read • nd recommended.
les, early in life especially, Lesley was an ascetic ;nd a
strict disciplinarian. The tests and questions of the Holy Club,
quo' ed earlier in this paper, were means of keeping themselves
on trial and in keeping their souls under the mi/croscope by
practical means. It sprang from their theology of Good Works.
His self examination every night and his Saturday night private
band, with nis own soul, at which he read his resolutions; made
rigid inquest upon his own thoughts, conversations, studies, and
amusements during the w t.-ek, studied his secret motives and emo-
tions; confessed at the bar of his own conscience, thus showing
his ascitic discipline. These questions and confessions are writ
ten in his remorseful diary. He lived by rule and resolution,
and in his early religion had little joy. Later in his pilgri-
mage, through the instruction in faith and righteousness , -nd
the prophecies of the futur«, he was led from legality to the
cross, and Methodism and the whole world is richer because he
was so led, humbled, and proved during these years. After his
conversion he is a man of a frank tongue and shining face, with
(l;Works v. 2. P. 19b. (2) Ibid P. 446.
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an habitual gaitv of neart, whom Alexander Knox describes as
(1)
"The most perfect specimen of moral hapoiness v/hich I ever saw."
As Fitchett says, "The difference between Wesl y the ascetic
and the evangelist is as that of a landscape on which ninht is
(2)
lying and one on which the sun has risen." Yet he is a Puritan
in his ethics throughout life. This is found in the three gener-
(3)
al rules for Methodists given in lvo9:
(1) Avoid evil in ev«ry kind and remember th- t the fruits
are the evidence of desire. Do noo take the narrio- of God in vain;
Avoid profaining the day of the Lord by ordinary work-buying or
selling; drunkenness, buying or selling spirituorrs liquors or
drinking them unl«ss in extreme necessity; fighting, quarreling,
brawling and going to law with a brother; returning evil for evil;
a railing for a railing; using m.-.jiy words in buying or selling}
buying or selling uncustomed goods; usury, uncharit* Die or un-
profitable conversation; p articulable speaking evil of magis-
trates or ministers; doing for others as we would -not th&y should
do to us; doing-not to the glory of (iod as putting on of gold
or costly apparel; taking such diversions as cannot bo in the
name of the Lord Jesus; singing songs, reading books not ^end-
ing to the love of (iod; softness or needless self-indulgence;
lading up u easures on earth; borrowing without probability of
repaying.
{2) Do all the good, to all men, of every possible sort.
To thwir bodies and to thir souls, especially to th- xxousehold
of faith, ximplo^ them, bu^ oi them, help Lhem in business with
all Dossioi diligence and frugality ; running with patience the
(1; Quoted by fitchett. "Weslev and Mis century" p. 90. (2; Ibid.
{3} Works Vol. 5, P. 191.
i
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race; denying yourselves, taking un the cross daily; to bear
the reproach of Christ to be as filth arid the orfscourinc 01
uhe world.
(5) Attend all the ordinances of God-public worship, minis-
try of the word, read or expounded; supper of the Lord, i amlly
and private prayer, searching the Scriptures; fasting or absti-
nence.
Then in 1^4S in advising the Methodists, he says their strid
ness 01 life, taking the whole of it together, may be called
new. "I mean your making it a rule, to abstain from fashionaole
diversions, rrom reading plays, romances, or books of humour;
from singing innocent songs or talking in a rn«rry, gay, diverting
manner* vour olainness of clrussj your manner of dealing in trade;
your exactness in observing the Lord's day; your scrupulosity
as to things that have paid no duty; j our total abstinence from
spirituous liouors* vour rule not i>o mention the fa.ult of an ab-
sent person, in particular of inisters or of those in authority;
(1)
make you a new people.' 1
On the matter of dress and costlv apparel he almost uses
the same words of tsaxter when he says dress plainly, "imitate
the Quakers in neatness, cleanliness, plainness. Do every thing
herein with a single eve to be seen and approved of Lxod* uhus
one can no moire dx^as uhan he can pray, or p:ive alms, 'to be
seen of men'. Let vour seriousness shine before men, not vour
(2)
dress." He re oeats th at cl © anl iness is next to trodl ''ness ^nd
that slovenliness is no part of religion. iAe allows a moderate
difference in apparel and is not against the costly srrav of
(1) works v. 5. P. 250. (2) Ibid P. 54S.
%•
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:
;
I
i 9 op )Osite to trie j
money, avoiding every needless expense. 3e dilifent md never
increase Set not thine heart upon them nor seek pleasure in
what you buy, whether-dresses
,
eats, or drinks in defiance of
-onson or re]
]
eye, or the pride of life; hoard nothing, give all you can!"^"Gol<
end silver, 1 count it dung and dross; 1 trample it under my feet
if 1 leave behind m« 10 lbs.
, above d«bts, books, or what hap-
pens to be due on them, you and all mankind bear witness against
me, that I lived and died a thief and a robber." 1 am quite out
of conceit with almost all of those ,ho have this world's goods.
Let us take care to lay up our treasure in heaven. Only bv riv-
ing can you extract the poison from riches. It is not \-ours un-
less you are Lord of heaven and earth, so lend it el] unto the
Lord, and it shall be paid you again. The trouble with rjc
that people trust either happiness or defence in them, and not
God, so they are a deadly hindrance to faith and the fruit of
faith.
So he is in the matter of sleep. Intemperance in sleep
causes nervous disorders. He says that longer then 6 to 8 hours
(1) Works Vol. 2. P. 486. (2) Ibid Vol. b. P. bl
.
s is
,
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is unhealthy if rlonw for years. Take as much as experience proves
our nature to require, and get a fixed hour, for if you rise
early you must sleep early. He said some require more than others
for health and vigor of mind and body. Taylor supposed three hour
en ouph. ' Baxter was not much nearer the truth in believing four
hours enough. He was convinced after 50 years of testing that
six hours is re -uired, a little more for women and he himself
wante ! six and a half. The main thing ./as, be temporate, and take
no more than is required.
He exhorts the brethern to practice fasting, for it is a
true remark of Kemnis "The more thou deniest thyself, the more
(1) (2)
thou wilt grow in grac«." In the matter of gossiping he says do
not do it, and of all gossiping, religious is the worst, for it
adds hyoocrisy to uncharit ableness . Talk of no absent oerson
and talk little, -few can talk profitably above an hour, -and keep
at the utmost distance from pious chit-chat. In the matter of
suffering he urges the stolid endurance of the bust Puritans. Al-
ways remember it is in the Lord and "the Lord gave and he taketh
away; blessed be the name or the Lord." Suffering is a moans of
grace and the love of a neighbor gives rise to sympathizing sor-
row and we should mix our pitying tears with those th; t .veep.
Practice love , "enduring all things, with utmost confidence in
God, end own him in the face of danger, and in defiance of sor-
row, sickness, pain or death."
2. Attitude on Aesthetics.
The Puritans are often criticised for their attitude towards
(1) Works Vo. 7. P. 21b. (2) Ibid V.6. P. 520 & V.V.P.92.
{6) Ibid V. 2. P. 250. (4; Ibid V.2. P. 45.
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amusements and the aesthetic sid«s of life, but while they wer«
strict and austere yet as I pointed out earlier in the paper,
much of that is caricature. These men end Wesley, in their train
had the one big aim of religion, -to know, love and serve God
and that through Jesus Christ. Also the aesthetics and amusement
of their day were of a rather crude_ sort, in the main, and al-
most entirely detrimental to the highest development and spread
of religion. Wesley is a Puritan in this matter. "Whatever weak-
ens your reason, impairs the tenderness of your conscience, ob-
scures your sense of God, or takes off the relish of spiritual
things. --in short:, whatever increases the strength and authority
of your bodv over your mind, that thing is sin to vou', however
(1)
innocent it may be in itself." He would have no uncertainties
and no easy and soft illusions. He was an-ainst the savage diver-
sions of bull baiting, cock-fighting, horse racing, and hunting,
for it was cruel to the animals and because there were such drea
ful concomitant and conseouent vices of these savage routs. What
kind of recreations ar* innocent it is easy to determine by that
plain rule; "whether ye eat or drink, or whatever ye do, do all
(2;
to the glory of God." His emphasis was positive and he sought
a conscience void of offence in its behavior and one that ab-
stained from the appearance of evil, and ever sought Christian
holiness. With this ideal, he had no time or commendation for
the corrupt theatres of his day which "sap the foundation of all
religion and naturally take the traces even of piety and serious
ness out of the minds of men; --they make youth gay, trifling,
and directly opposite to the spirit of industry and the close
(1) Quoted by Fitchett, Wesley and His Century" P. 68.
(2)Works V. 5. P. 50.
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apolication to business, and lead to drinkinp* and debauchery of
(1)
every kind, together with indolence, effeminancy , and idleness."
He said there may be more said in defence of a serious tragedy
but he couldn't do it with a clear conscience, at least, not in
an English theatre, sunk in all profaneness and debauchery, but
he, allowed that possibly others could. For the same reason he
is against dancing for it leads young women to numberless evils
and the hazards seem to overbalance the little inconveniences of
not dancing. In regard to reading novels he thinks the time may
be better employed in reading history., biography, philosophies,
and travels. In regard to cards he felt the same as with tragedies,
he could not do it with a clear conscience but would not pass
judgment on those otherwise minded, 'I leave them to their own
(2)
Master; to him let them stand or fall. 1 He believed in temperance
in all things and so would have nothing to do with conroliments,
(3)
•a vile word the very sound I abhor. ' Speak truth, for truth and
love united, together , are the essence of virtue and holiness. He
stood against sloth and the luxury of the day as did Baxter in
his day. He believes in a more excellent way of life, and for di-
version, get out in the open air, improve the land, olant and
perfect gardens and orchards; visit the sick, poor, widows, or
read history, pious and wlegant poetry, philosophy, or practice
music or philosophical experiments
.
^ne always believed in relig-
ious poetry and was for good music. One of the greatest things
of the Methodist movement was its joyous and assuring hymns, tie
was a Puritan who wante : few innovations in religion and believed
(1) WBrks V. 6. P. 66V (2) Ibid v. 2. P$272. (3) Ibid p. 278.
•
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.
that there is a taste for disintoroste/d benevolence, which was
just rs reel and infinitely more utmost re-
finements of music, poetry, or painting.
3. xhical Obedience.
A f
Wesley believed in strict ethical obedience and would fol-
low uruun ana tn« ^tnical ideal through any and all trials. In
order oo have a conscience void of offence it must be guided by
reason, in regard to the duties of parents end children, of hus-
b and and wife, servant and master, duties of common life etc.
Man must use all the understanding (iod has given him end anything
that separates from ^od, is dissipation and sin, whether it be
silly pleasures, diversions, women, gaining, drinking, dancing,
balls ,' races
,
etc., or wilethe? it be business employment, the
study of mathematics, astronomy etc. He lived in a world of wond-
ers and divine interpretations and yet he was essentially prac-
tical, orderly, end conservative, a* brought a new moral en-
thusiasm as did the Puritans of old and, though rigid and pe-
dantic, he was nevertheless healthy in his social tone-in the
disappearance of profligacy of the upper classes, foulness of
literature; introducing a new philanthropy, reforming prisons,
getting clemency and wisdom in penal laws, abolishing the slave
trade and giving the first great impulse to popular eriucation.
'I have one point in view, -to promote, so far as I am able, vital,
practical religion; and by the grace of God to beget, preserve,
and increase the life of God in the souls of men." The Church of
iingland and the cause of Methodism were subordinate to the gep-
(1) Works V. 7. P. 281.
(1)
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eral and practical religion of Jesus Christ. He was bothered
about the question of separation. He thought they would do more
good in the Church but he wondered if it were lawful to stay in.
He said that the eoiscopal form of Church government was Scrip-
tural and apostolic but that neith r Christ nor his apostles had
prescribed any particular form of Church government and he said
orthodoxy or right opinions is never more then a slender port
of religion* end sometimes no part at all. He knew that many
of the ministers were not sent of God and that they neither knew
or taught the Gospel out taught many fundamentally wrong doc-
trines; y«t he felt som how it was lawful to remain in the Church
although he admitted 'he was almost without any premises that
(1)
are to bear its wAight
•
1 He admit ed that the 'soul-darning clergy-
man laid him under more difficulties than the soul-savin^ lav-
(2)
men.' He introduced new things and changed his procedure, as
it was necessary to carry on the expanding work, but he said
they would stay in the church, until fore-- out and then it
v/ould be well.
He was a progressive and tolerant moralist. He s; id the
rules of the Societies are merely orudential and not essential,
not divine, and he wanted to prevent as far as possible their
growing formal ordead. ne was always open to instruction, willing
to be wiser every day than he was the day before, end to chanr*
whatever he could for the bett -r. He admitted lay preaching but
felt there was no neoessit?/ for lay administering. He followed
the right as he saw it. He felt that tea drinking was an ex-
(1 /Works V. 7. P. 274. (2) Ibid P. 282.
•
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pensive and unheal thful habit for his people and so he quit drink
ing it himself" to set thorn and example, before giving thorn the
precept. He was bitterly opposed to slavery, celling it the 'ex-
ecrable sum of nil villanies. 1 He was against v/ar, ©rising from
innumerable causes due: to the ambition of princes, corruption
of ministers; and differences of opinion. "What a way of proving
the right J It lacked both common sense and common humanity, for
who can reconcile war, I will not say to religion out to any
(1)
degree of reason or common sense." He was sometimes called a
holiness fanatic yet he says, "I neither teach nor believe such
an instantaneous working of the Holy Spirit as finishes the bus-
iness of salvation once for all. I believe a rradual improvement
in grace and goodness, --I mean in the knowledge and love of God
(2)
which is a f;ood testimony of our present sincerity towards God."
He is an ethical pragmatist, holding that methodists are people,
who pursue (in whatever measure they have attained; holiness of
heart and life, inward and outward conformity in all things to
the revealed rill of God. He felt that the hand of the Lord had
been stayed in Scotland and in measure in New uaagland due to
the pride, bitterness, bigotry and self-Ind lgence; self -denial
was little taught, and practiced, .he.efore the spirit of God
was grieved. Inward experimental religion was his center, and
in regard "to opinions and the externals of religion ha says "use
every ordinance which you believe is of God; but beware of nar-
rowness of spirit toward those who us*, uhem not. Conform your-
self to those modes of worship which, you approve yet love as
brothers those who cannot conform. Lay so much stress on opinions
(1) Works V.5. P. 53.1, (2) Ibid P. 541.
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that all your own, if it be possible, ma> agree with truth and
reason; hire have a care of anger, dislike, or contempt toward
those whose opinions differ from yours. --Let every men en.ioy uhe
full and fr«e liberty of thinking for himself, let every man
us« his own judgment since every man, must glv« an account of
(1)
himself to God." Here was a man of ethical obedience, follow-
ing: the truth, with a spiritual and ethical message that meant
his doom if he did not preach the Gospel. He did it as an aris-
tocrat but laid down democratic princiolws. Wear the close of life
he said "As long as I live, the peopl* shall have no share in
choosing either stewards or leaders among the Methodist s--we
are no republicans, and never intend to be--I have been uniform
in both doctrine and discipline for above t>0 years and it is a
little too latw for me to turn into a new oath now I am rrrey
headed-
-I have not -lived in vain, come, let us have s few more
(2)
strokes at Satan's kingdom, and then we shall depart in peace."
4. Business ethics.
In th*. matter of business ethics we find the work of the
earlier iteformers extended, -wherein the energies of Tuocational
idealism, as developed in the special services of the Church,
and the monastic communities, and they poured it into all the
channels of secular activity} This was a Purit. n urait as well
as all the Western Protestant movements. Baxter spends much time
in s t i?s s s incr tlno r^Gpns o*f* i* tf5d.©^rn3]n rw r*ncl ii3TDi*ovii"ir" of* timo fjic^.
its paramount import- nee for a good life. Thrift and industry
along with righteousness were the f • its of a good life. Baxter
(1) Works V.5. P. 255* (2) Ibid V.7. P.

vain; but use eve >y
.
good but doin^ the best and greatest good which we a.i"w i bio
and have s call to do. That we do not only the best things, but
do them, in the best manner and in the greatest measure, end do
as much good as possibly we can. It is ood that c alleth thee'
to labor. And wilt thou stand still or be doing other things,
(1)
when uod expecteth duty- from thee?"
Baxter t^lls his peo'le to remember row orecious ^nd un—
grows rich by using his time profitably . --in the judgment u-od
wt "1 "I & a p h to five ^n see oun^~ for pvoty idle w ord and f or
every idle hour. Do each thing in its due season and learn the
order of duties. ae says be\T£Er© of the thieves or time-wasters,
of idleness or sloth, and procrastination. Labor is a necessity
and to all who are able, a duty. In Wesley we see the same bus-
iness ethics of thrift and frugality, and distaste of idleness
ard sloth He savs it is imoossib^e for an idle man to be r ~ood
man, and that sloth is inconsistant with religion and "whatever
your hand finds th to do, do v/ith alllyour might, rendering to
all their due , -justice
,
mercy (golden rule), and add piety to
justice, and intermix prayer of heart with th$ labor of the hand
(2;
if you are a Christian." He is against bankrupts and bill-trades
H^ savs that some cannot follow their former ways of life as
Pawnbrokers, smugglers, buyers or sellers of uncustomed goods,
(1) Baxter "Christian Directory" Part. 1. P. o.
(2; Wesley's Works V.2. P. 269.'

and that others cannot follow them as th«y did before when they-
bee ome W ©thodi ets* the v c arnot oo ore s s , ch - at , or de fr aud the ir
neighbor; cannot lie, or say what they do not mean; speak the
truth from their hesrt and have less of the 'world's floods. He
admits tht?ir frugality and thrift will increase their holdings
for it is the reward of industry, but they must learn to vie of
their substance in order to save thoir souls from the love of
monov. He tells the Stewards to be frugal save every thing that
they can honestly; to spend no more than they receive and con-
tract no d«bts; to have no long^ accounts snd pay within a week;
to give none thet asks relief either an ill word or an ill look;
to expect no thsnks from men. Thus he develops th«"religio-ethical
regimentation of life" as Weber puts it. He stresses the Puritan
business ethics, believing that idleness slays snd therefore
ttu-t work snd duty, .were synonymous. He practiced the steward-
ship of life; recognizing the subordination of life to the glory
of God; and daily practicing the presence of God. '^ork was ser-
ving God, while idleness vas a sin, and industry, carefulness in
expenditures, and charity were the axioms of admission and con-
tinued membership to early Nethod.ism. There was developed the
idea of fruitful vocational activity as the sum and substance
of a good life, with its snirit of service, as touching the
quality and quantity of a man's output. His ethics not only meant
ind stry but they meant business integrity and the duty of doing
one's best in any situation.
I
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5. .education.
Wesley was for popular education and yet he shows the Puri-
tan restraint in his theory of education rath-r than a broad cul-
ture. He read widely himself and to some of his leading ministers
he recommended reading in many fields, but in the main he wrs for
restraint. The central thing and essential, was to make Chrisians
through the education. All else was subordinate to this. He loved
good breeding but said how difficult it was to keep it quite clear
of affectation. He believed the children should be trained in
every branch of useful learning and at Kingswood they taught, read-
ing, writing, arithmetic, English, French, Latin, German, Hebrew,
history, geography, chronology, rhetoric, logic, ethics, geometry,
algebra, physics, and music. For the manners of ancien/t Christians
they used Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress"; "Moral and Sacred Poems" \
Erasmus* select Dialogues; Law's "Christian Perfection"; Virgil's
Aeneid; Milton; Law's "Serious Call"; Some of Homer's Iliad 11 and
the like.
He considered the training of a child a huge task. He quotes,
Baxter on "Whoever attempts to teach children will find need of
(1)
all the understanding God has given them." He said it was not
enough to bring souls to Christ but they must be built up in the
most holy faith, in the fear of God, free from vice, particularly,
from idleness and inef feminancy . They must obey ell rules and stay
in school all the time. He did not desire any vacation even. He
ruled that they rise at four and each hour of the day was maped
out for devotion, singing, meditation, work and study. There vas
no play for "he that nlays when he is a child will play when he
" (2)
is a man.
"
(1) Works V. 7. P. 163. (2) Ibid P. oo4.
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For exercise they were to take walks and work in the gtrden.
Their fare of eats was plain, soJLid, wholesome but with little
variation. They were to have nothing between meals and drink
water at meal times. They were to fast till three on Friday if
they desired. They slept in one room on separate mattresses and
went to bed at 8 P.M. They had strict observance of Sunday and
the services. He believed in early instruction, plainly and fre-
quently given and persevere i in. Ho believed in correction when
nee;i«d. He said to obey parents and that the child diseases of
pride, love of world, anger, deviation from truth, and contrar-
iness to Justice should be healed. He said children mist be taught
that religion consists in holy tempers, in the love of God and
our neighbor; in humility, gentleness, oatience, long-suffering,
contentedness in every condition and to sum up, to be the mind
that was in Christ. The instruction should be done in mildness,
softness, and gentleness, but if these methods fail there must
be correction with kind severity.
In writing to a young minister he says, "you have 20 more
volumes of "Philosophical Transactions"] Dr. Burton's Latin and
Greek Poems; Malebrache and other books of Locric which you can-
not crack without a tutor. I buy other books as fast as I nen
(1)
meet with them at sales*" So we see he was for study and for
thorough study.
He recommends among a great list of other pieces of lit-
erature; Spencer's "Fairie Queen", Hutchinson's Works, Hume's
"History of r,ngland"i: Neal's "History of the Puritans", Hilton's
"Poetical Works, Locke's .assay, Malebranche and Shakespeare,
(1) Works V. 7. P. 66.
«
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which is a rath.-r goodly array of Puritan writings. He sums up
by saying, "Whoever carefully goes through this course of study
(his entire list) will he a better scholar than 9 out of 10 of
(1)
the graduates at Oxford or Cambridge . " He believed in his school
system. H® himself wrote in several different fields. He drew
up a "Christian Library" in which he comoiled the best of Christ-
ian writings, "I mind not v;ho speaks but what is spoken." He
wrote a primitive Physic; he wrote a tract on electricity made
plain and useful; and he wrote a grammar of English, Latin, French
and Hebrew and translated some of the classics.
Through all of his educational theory there runs the Puri-
tan strictness and exactness, for repression and restraint, for
rule and prescription. He was rather liberal but yet everything
had to conform to the one ideal and he says in study to keep your
eye fixed on' the same point, your goal and make your time and
pains go so far as they might, tie is for knowledge, and not again
culture, as such, but he warns to "beware you be not swallowed
up in books; for an ounce of love is worth a pound of knowledge."
o. Activity.
We have already mentioned tfcie i'acu ox Wesley's great en-
ergy and high ethics. No where does his Purittn influence show
forth more plainly, it seems, than in the moral activity -of this
man. 'l'he idea of food works as the test of salvation and the
fruit of th.e same v/hich C . lvin taught and wnich the Puritans
cau-ht and spread, came to Wesley both through the Church ?nd
his home. Much of his devotional influence and contact with the
(1) Works V.7. P. o44 (2) Ibid P. 66.
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Moravians tended toward mysticism and of inward holiness end
the union of the soul with uod. But his pietistio tefschirs here
incautiously discouraged the doing of good works, and coming to
fe^l that mental prayer and the like exercises, for purifying
the soul, really became righteousness in themselves just as all
good works, he broke with Mysticism and says to his brother Samuel,
"I think the rock on which I had the nearest made shipwreck of
the faith was the writings of the mystics; men who slight any
of the means of grace and are divested of freewill, of self-love
and self -activity and thus ert er a passive state, enjoying con-
templation, not only above faith but above sight-such as is en-
tirely free from images, thoughts, and discourse, and never in-
%*rruoted by sins of infirmity or voluntary distractions. They
(1)
have absolutely renounced their reason and understanding. 11 He
broke with the Moravians on their "quiwtistic" and extreme re-
ligious views. He was true to his Puritan heritage and must see
religion worked out in the walks of life. His rigorous manner
of early life, -strict rules, attendance at Holy Communion, strict"
observance of the Churcn orders, devout study of Holy Scripture,
hours stolen from sleep and worldly amusements and devoted to
religious exercises had so formed him that he could not drift
into mysticism. His was a practical religion that worked, itself
out in the care of the poor, the sinful and the dying. All must
be active and work out their o.-n salvations. "An idle person known
to be such, is not suffered to remain in any of our societies; we
drive them, as we would a thief or a murderer. :.'o show all pos-
(1) Quoted from Fitchett, Wesley and His Century." P. 91-2.
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sible diligence ( as .veil as frugality) is one of our stsndinr rules
(1)
concerning which we make strictest inquiry." It was the desire to
work out his ideal of salvetion and life that caused the societies
to develop, and brought on the Methodist organization, bearing
one another's burdens and caring for each other. Time, as with
all Puritans, was precious and not to be idled away or sloth-
fully emplyed. All must bo active.
V. CONCLUSIONS.
A. Nonconformist Ideal.
In conclusion lot us repeat that the evidence seems to be
decisive, that although Wesley was not a Puritan as understood
in his day and did not so consider himself, yet in his life and
especially in the movement that bears his nam* Puritanism was one
of the principle factors and influences. Names cxianp;e in import,
but the spirit lives on and so it is of the N one oni Oj. mist ideal.
Weslej lived and diod a member of the Churcn of ^ngland, as did
many Puritan Nonconformists bei ore his age, but nevertheless the
ideal led him to question the lawfulness of staying in the Church
and caused him to make innovations which he mede regardless of
the consequences. The organization of Methodism is the embodiment
of the Nonconformist ideal which at the death of Wesley and really
before, when ministers were ordained, WMS forced out of the Church
of England. And not only was a new movement started but this ideal
of exaltation of life over organization again triumphed in the
world. Into a nation where its spiritual skies were black as with
the gloom of an arctic, midnight, and chilly as with arctic frosts,
(1) Works V. 5. P. 92.
4
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came this rebirth of religion, this stirring of the oulse of the
nation as of an electric current and changing the Whole temper
of the modern world, -giving new ideals in politics, a new spirit
in religion, and a new standard in philanthropy, rtelip-ion, v/ith
its emphasis on life again triumphed over convention and sacer-
dotalism. Wesley made one of the strongest protests that the Non-
conformist spirit has ever made, even though it was made throurh
one of the most strongly conformist natures it has ev«r sought
to seize. He loved law and order and though starting democratic
societies, he was an autocrat. His experiences are the history
of the soul and again gave tta the world a s^nse of eternal things.
In lin« with the best in Puritanism ne liberated thought and granted
the principle of the authority of consci«nce, ever stressing that
greatest modern or ancient thought, of the individua.l accounta-
bility of man to u-od.
b. Puritan ethics.
Wesley saw the goal o^ life through mysticism but it did
not teach him the way. The dynamic which he fountf a mo in his
experience which worked itself out in an ethical mode of life.
Here is clearly s^en the Puriuan idea of religion working itself
out in all walks of life, with a strict obedience to God's will,
with restraint, and yet with joy in an austere service of mankind.
His great Palance is seen, expressed in his own words of advice
to the Methodists: "You cannot think of not giving offence, xour
very name Methodist renders it impossible. To 99 in 100 it is
still heathen reek. Som«=uning v^ry bad-papist, heretic, under
-
miner of the Churcii, or some unheard of monster .--xou will give
Ii
9b.
offence by your principles also, to bigots, for your opinions,
modes of worship and ordinances, by If.; in no more stress uoo n
them; to bigots against them by layjnr.so much* to men of fo
by insisting sx> frequently and strongly on inward poVtfi of re-
lirion? to moral men, ( socalled
,
,
by declaring the absolute nee-
essity of faith, in order to acceptance with Lrod. To men Ox r^aso-
you will give offence, talking of inspiration and cec,,iving
the noly Ghost; to drunkards, oabbath breakers, common swearers
and other op«n sinners, by refraining from their company, as well
as by that disapprobation of their behaviour which you will
often be obliged to express. And indeed your life must rive them
continual offence; your sobriety is grievously offensive to a
rsc.tion is c 1
.
offence to abundance of people your friend^ end yul -tinrc 1
(1) ^ '
particular." Thus speaks the Puritan influence, by whatever
o. Spiritual Organizer.
Wesley, not only had the ideal of Nonconformity and the
(1; Works V. b. p. 2bl.
4
Inat >r but ] s ut
us of
follow a friend's initiative
,
spise them regardless- of their origin. The class meeting, lay
him. His church is not ono shaped in the calm of a nhilos ooher 1 s
.
]
of her august motives end divine forces.
D. His Place and Recognition.
and succeeding ages a new rythm of life. H® was not free from
narrowness in the matter of harmless gaieties, art and education;
he was somewhat lacking in imaginative vision; he was partisan
in ooIt tics * ard co^ld never he entirely tolerant towards Cath-
olics. Yet students of history and progress have become increas-
ingly aware of the great transformation which he effected in ^ng-
1 i sh *~nd al modern life. He lent a new meaning and force to
activity and gave 9 new dynamic to life. Wesley was a man of iron
will, broad leaning, tir less energy, a noble character with an
impassioned enthusiasm for humanity, and an attractive person-
ality in which religion shown as the supreme force of life.
The story of his life is that of the slow emancipation from
the established Church idea to one of faith and personal fellow-
ship with God, so that he gradually caste aside the old love of
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order, regularity, and. form and came to judge everything only
as an instrument of righteousness. True Christian perfection
was no othor than humble 1 ve in which all grew by derrees and
this truth lead men to discharge all those duties with the strict
est diligence and closest attention. He was ever willing to learn
for he says, "If any one show me, (by arpument-not hard names)
what is wrong, I will thank God. and him."
Wesley was not popular in his day to the int Hectual and
cler$y classes, but in his over forty years evangelistic camnaign
ing contesting three kingdoms and in almost continuous travel
,
mostly on horseback, he appealed to the masses. A great philan-
thropist and social reformer, he was first of all, and always,
the preach r of oersonal religion which again placed emotion
where it bel nged in religion. This man who left behind him noth-
ing but a good library of books, a well-worn clergyman's govn,
a much abused reputation, and the Methodist Church as direct
results of his life, really left much more in the changed temper
of the English nation. For the leaven of the Wesleyan emotional
influence worked within as well as without the j&stabli shed. Church
and becomes the starting point of modern religious history. u,ach
of his biographers paints Wesley in gl wing terms but 1 t us just
give the opinion of one or two historians. MeCauley says that
"among the events which have determined the history of England
is the rise of Methodism- -and Wesley was a genius for govern-
ment not inferior to that of Richelieu." Lecky says tht his
life forms an"eDOch in jcnglish history and was one of the chief
(3)
forces th' t saved ^ngland from a revolution such as France knew."
{!) Works V.b. P. 76. (2) Quo ad by Fitchett P. 10.
(3) Lecky "History of j&ngland in 18th. C. " Vol. 5. P. 48.

Birrell says, "No other man did such a lif
•
! s work for jwin-land; you
cannot cut him out of our nati nal life." And so this man whom
(2)
Mathew Arnold called "A Genius for Goaiiness" hss at last gained
the recognition due him. As Winchester says "Go through the great
names the world calls great in that century- a general like Marl-
borough, great monarchs like Fr derick, great statesman like
Chatham and Burke, poets and critics like Pope and Johnson, and
Lessing, writers like Voltaire and Rousseau; but where is one -a-
mong thern whose motives were so pure, whose life so unselfish
,
whose character was so spotless « nd whose influence-social, moral,
...
( 3 )
religious-was productive of such vast good and of so little evil."
Fitchett calls Wesley the greatest man of his age, «not be-
cause he out shown the men of his century in genius, but because
he dealt with loftier forces than they. Who awakens the great en-
ergies of religion,
_
touches the elemental force in human life; a
force deeper than politics, loftier than literature, and wider then
science. Wesley worked in a realm through which blew airs from
(4)
eternity.
"
After this study of the life and work' of Wesley I am concinced
that these splendid praised of this great Revivalist and Reformer
can hardly be said to be out of proportion. He worked with other
men, and influenced great men. He did a work that lives on in his
great spiritual and missionary organization as well as in all
English institutions. "Among Reformers I cannot find s nobler fi-
gure, a purer example of a life hospitable to truth, fostering cul-
ture, yet subordinating all asoiration, directing all culture to
(5)
the unselfish se?"vice of humanity."
(1) Quoted by Fitchett P. 10. (2) Ibid P. 10. (3) Life of J.Wesley p.
(4) Fitchett, <f?/7. (OJ r Ibid P. a?*
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